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ABSTRA.CT
The Role of Relaxation and Systematic
Desensitization

in the Efficacy

of Assertiveness

Training

by

Larry J. Carlson, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University,

1978

Major Professor:
Dr. Michael B. Bertoch
Department: Psychology
The r:-urpose of this study i,,,as to clarify
management techniques (cue-controlled
desensitization)

the role of anxiety

relaxation,

systematic

as components of an assertiveness

Volunteers frcm Utah Sta te Univ ersity

progra~.

training

and the surround in g

community were randomly assignee to one of three treat 8ent gr oups
and a control group which were used in a pr e-post change comparison
design.

Treat ment groups consisted

plus asse rtiveness
assertiveness

of:

(1) cue-controlled

plus

trainin g, (2) systematic desensitization

training,

and (3) assertiveness

trainin g extended.

The control group was a delayed treat ment control.
were administered

relaxation

pre-tests

self report inventories
Rathus Assertiveness

All subjects

with the following instru ments :

(the Colle ge Self-Exrression

t~o

Scale and the

Scale) and a Behavioral Perfor mance Test.

Behavioral Performance Test consisted
role playing situations

(five pre-test

The

of ten separate multiple sti mulus
and five posttest)

which were

viii

videotaped and rated on four performance varia bles:

(2) percent of eye contact,

(3) assertive

(1) verbal content,

aff ect, and (4) overall

assertiveness.
All treatment groups were exposed to four two-hour sessions of
basic assertiveness
(i.e.

training

behavioral rehearsal,

which consisted of shapin g procedures
modeling, etc.).

II were provided six additional

relaxation
Group III

hours of training

and systematic desensitization,
was provided si x additional

instruction.

Each of the treat~ent

(14 hours) of training

Treatment groups I and
in cue-controlled

respectivel y , while

hours of basic assertiveness
groups received equal amounts

exrosure over an eight-~eek period.

conclusion of tr aini ng, all subjects were posttested

At the

usin p the same

measures used for pre-testing.
The results

of the study indicated

(l) that no one treatment

approach can be considered superior or inferior
effectiveness

in increasing

assertive

treatment groups showed significantly
assertiveness

to the other in its

behavior, and (2) that all
greater

ability

to increase

than was evidenced with the control group.
(128 Pages)

CHAPTER
I
INTRODUCTIOf
,J
Assertive

training

(Wolpe, 1958, 196a; Wolpe & Lazarus, 1966)

was developed as a techniaue of treatment primarily for those individuals
who in many instances
and feelings

are unable to rationally

(negative and positive)

above condition,

express their

toward others.

rights

Based upon the

Wolpe (1969) provides the followin g rationale

training

in assertion.

"Assertive training ...

patients

who in interpersonal

for

is required for

conte xts have unadaptive anxiety

responses that prevent the m from saying or doing v1hat is reasonable
and ri ght" (p. 61).
Wolpe's (1958 , 1969) theory basically
anxiety within the individual
siveness.
sertive

serv es to inhibit

This theory contains an i~plicit
individual

sugr ests that a buildu p of

is essentially

interpersonal

assumption that the unas-

cognizant of what he should say and

do, but that he is blocked from his full expression.
referred

to as a performance deficit

Others (Eisler,

This is often

theory.

Hersen &Miller,

1973; Hersen et al.,

Laws & Serber, 1971; Lazarus, 1971) have postulated
ness training

res pon-

1973;

that an assertive-

program must deal with other conditions than simply

inhi biting anxieties.

Based upon their

research they contend that

2

there are a 900d number of clients
interaction

in interpersonal

who fail

settin gs because relevant vertal

verbal responses have rever been le arned.
ar gue that for the~e subjects

training

and non-

L2ws and Serber (1971)

beco~es a process of hahilitation

of old behaviors or the facilitation

rather than rehabilitation
suppressed behaviors.

to evidence appropriate

This is often referred

of

to as a learnin g def icit

theory.
Although differerces

orientation

appear distinct,

in treatment proqrams developed by each theory appear

the differences

to be quite similar
instructions

in theoretical

(i.e.,

modeling, coachin~, behavioral rehe arsal ,
For example, be~avior rehearsal

with reinforcement).

as employed by the learning deficit
shape and reinforce

new assertive

theorists

is primarily

behavior patterns .

the performance deficit

theorists

behavior rehearsal

ir. vivo desensitization

of associated

used to

However, for
procedures provide

anxiet ies.

A number of recent studies have shown that a relationshi p does
exist between low assertiveness

and anxiety as well as social fear.

Gay et al . (1975) found that a group cf low assertive
scored significant

college students

ly higher than a comparable group of hi gh assertive

students on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale.

Orenstein et al.

findin gs support Gay et al. (1975) conclusions,

but also found that

assertiveness

was even more strongly related

and not simply to any and all fears.
relationship

(1975)

to interper sonal fears,

Morgan (1974) found a significant

between expressed social fear and several measures of

3

assertiveness.
findings

Hollandsworth (1976) further

verified

by obtaining even stronger coefficients

Morgan's (1974)

v1henaddina additional

social fear ite ms to those used by Morgan (1974).
It is suggested by Hollandsworth (1976) that these findin gs
for the treat ment of low assertive

may have implications
typically

sufferin g from anxiety or social

fears,

individuals

and that procedures

which reduce anxiety might be expected to erhance the overall
ness of assertive

training.

Most investigators
a variable

training)

acknowledge the i mportance of anxiety as

contributing

However, therapeutic
and social

fears

effective-

to the maintenance of unassertive

technioues aimed directly

(e.g.,

with the influences

at reducin g anxiet y

systematic desensitication

are rarely used.

Instead,

behavior.

and relaxaticn

emphasis has continued to re main

of operant conditioning

ment) techniques as applied in behavioral

(shaping anc reinforceand modeling

rehearsal

(Rathus, 1976; Eisler et al. , 1973; Herson et al ., 1973; Kazden,
1975; Galassi and Galassi,

Esiler,

1976; Eisler

et al.,

1974, Edelstein

1976; ~Jinship & Kelley, 1976; and Serber , 1972).

authors have reported clinical

Several

success v1ith the use of such anxiety

manage~ent techniques as systematic desensitization
in the treatment of the unassertive
singer,

&

client

and relaxation

(D'Zurilla,

1969; Gein-

1969; Wolpe, 1970, 1973).

Further,

others active in assertiveness

training

workshops

have incorpor ated deep muscle reln xation and techniques of systematic

4

desersitization
Unfortunately,

progra~s (eower, 1972; Phel ps & Austin,

in their

1975) .

none of the above sources provide systematic rese arch

data supportin g the efficacy

of this mode of treat ment.

Until 1975 only two studies sought to compare through systematic
evaluation
assertive
et al.,

the effects

techni~ues with other

of anxiety reduction

trainin g procedures (Ser ber & Nelson, 1971; and Wein man
1972).

and assertive

Serber and Nels on compared sys te mati c desensitization
trainin g treat ments with gro ups of hospitalized

schizophrenics.

They concluded tha t neither

cons idered effective,
even l ess effective
assertive ress.

treat ment could be

and that systematic desensitization
th an assertive

appeared

in br in ging about incr easec

training

Weinman et al. compared socioenvironmental

syste matic desensitization,

and relaxaticn

older and yourqer male schizophrenics.

trainin g with groups of

They found that fo r the elder

socioen viron merta l treat ment was more effective

patients
assertive

treatment,

in producin g

behavior t han either of the other two treat ments .

They

found no other di ffer ences among t he three tr eatments.
Both of these studies
either

relaxation

assertiveness.

or syste matic desensitization

of

in producing incre ased

However, two f actors should be considered in evaluation

of th ese studies.
phrenic populations
sitization

support for the efficacy

provide little

First,

both studies

used hospita liz ed schizo-

of which the effectiveness

and relaxation

of syste matic desen-

procedures is sti ll questioned;

both of th ese studies used the tr eatments in isolation
in combin ation with some other assertiveness

and second,

rather than

trainin g procedure.

5

To date the author is aware of only one study that has attempted
to evalucte

the effectivness

of combining assertive

anxiety management technique (Van Sickle,

1975).

traininq
Van Sickle

reported comparing four treatment groups: (1) assertive
(2) anxiety manage~ent, (3) assertive

traininq

and an

training,

and anxiety management,

and (4) delayed treatment control.

Van Sickle concludes that all

treat ment groups were significantly

improved above the control grour,

and that behavioral measures tended tr. indicate
to be somewhat superior

assertive

tc anxiety n:anagement. One of the weaknesses

of this study was the short thre e-week tr eatment duration.
lon ger treat ment durations
relaxation

training

are suggested for effectiveness

and sys tematic desensitization

Typically,
of both

procedure~.

In spite of the neglect of res earchers to evaluate the possible
role of rela xation and systematic desensitization
of low assert ive individu als,

in the treat mert

there i s a growin g nu~ber of studies

which have supported the use of both these techniques in the tr eat ment of var ious types of anxiety (i.e.,
snake phobias, speech anxiety)

te~t anxiety,

fli Qht phobias,

(Chang-Liang & Denney, 1976; Russel

&Mathews, 1975; Reeves & Mealiee, 1975; Russell & Sipich, 1974;
Oeffenbacher,

1974) .

Techniques such as modeling and role playing have somewhat
reduced the amount of anxiety and social fears attached with asserting
oneself

(Wolre, 1969, 1970).

reducing these anxieties,

Another, perhaps more direct

would be through the applicaticn

approach to
of such

6

tethniques

as relaxation

and systematic desensitization.

Hith a

combination of these techniqu es, the process of le arning assertiveness
is directly

approached by the operant conditioning

reinforcing)

(shaping and

techniques employed by modelin g and role playing, while

the process of weakening anxiety response habit is more directly
attacked by relaxation
Presently,

as suggested by Alberti

deal of assertive
currently,

and systematic desensitization

training

an increasing

fears and anxieties

approaches.

and Emons( 1970), a great

is being provided in grour settin as.
number of successful

usin g relaxation

treatmerts

and syster.atic

Con-

of varying

desensitization

procedures have heen reported employing the group treatr.ent

approach

(Russell &Matthews, 1975; All en, 1971; Mc~anus, 1971; Freeling

& Semberg, 1970).
Thus, the combining of these two 0roup oriented procedures into
a comprehensive assertive
Furthe r, the evaluation

trainin g program could be easily achieved.
of such a comhined treatment program

concerning the auestion of obtaining greater
ment of low assertive
well as a pertinent
In conclusion,
assertive
fears.

individuals

in dividuals

efficacy

in the treat-

appears to be both practical

as

research quest.
sufficiert

evidence exists

have greater

indicating

that low

amounts of anxiety and social

Also, present systematic research has almost exclusively

concentrated

upon the evalu2tion of techni0.ues of assertive

which rely heavil y upon operant conditioning

principles,

trainin g

thus

7

neglectin g the evaluation
techniques (relaxation
assertive

training

of combined anxiety and f ear recucing

and systematic desensitization)

with other

procedure s.

The problem is, then, that there is a lack of systematic evaluation concerning the role that techniques,
systematic desensitization,
training

progra m.

such as rel axation anci

play ir the efficacy

of an assertive

8

CHAPTER
II
1RE
REVIrn OF LITER/1.Tl

It is the purpose of this chapter to review existing
dealing with investigations
relevant

training

resiarciing the possible utility

literature

(relaxation

of assertiveness

and syste matic desensitization)

literature

and to review

of two technioues

in improving assertive-

ness treatment efficacy.
AssPrtiveness

Training

One of the first
modification

of the unassertive

devised or outlined
v11ere,

to describe specific

(1) "talk

to "contradict

client

procedures directed

was Salter

Salter

(1949).

six "techniques for increasin g excitation."

feeling--talk",
and attack",

agre ement" v1hen praised,
Following Salter's

(2) engage in "facial

talk",

They
(3)

( 4) to "use the v1ord I " , ( 5) to "exr,ress

and (6) to improvise or be spont aneous.
work, others be~an reporting

in the treat ment of unassertive

positive

These reports

clients.

1965; Stevenson & ~1olpe, 1960), which were single-case

vided pri marily

at

descriptive

results

(Gittelman,
reports,

pro-

information concerning technique and

procedures.
It was later

that Lazarus (1966) undertook the first

study to determine the relative
sisting

primarily

effect

of assertive

of behavioral rehearsal

comparative

training

techniques).

(con-

Although

9

Lazarus' measures were crude and the pro~ability

of exper i menter bias

was high, it was conclude d th at the behavioral rehearsal
in deed superior to reflection-interpretati

met~od was

on and advice oriented

procedures in treat ment of unasserti ve clients.
Hedquist and Weinhold (1970) evaluated Lazarus' (1966) procedure
with Maina rd 's (1970) "social
of therapy,

learnin g approach."

Jl.fter five v1eeks

these authors repo rted that both treat ment groups were

significantly
difference

more assertive

than the control 0roup, but that no

between the two treat ments were obtained.

A six-week foll ow-

up f ai led to show the t reatment groups to be signif i cantly better

than

the control.
Rathus (1972) compared an assertive

tr ai ning program wit h a

di scussion gro up and a no-tre at ment control.
assertive

Using his cwn 30 items

sca l e, develo ped and subsecuently valid2ted

( Rathus , 1973), Rathus found that those receiving
reported si gnificantly

greater

pre-post

by hi mself

assertive

trainin g

res ponse changes than the

contro 1 group .
Lomont et al.

(1969) used pre/pos t ~1t1PI r:irofiles to measure

changes in psychiatr ic inpatients
in s i ght therapies.

followin g asser ti ve trainin g or

After six weeks of thera py, the assertion

evidenced a si gnificantly

great er total

group

decrease on the clinical

MMPIscales than did the insi ght gro up.
Galassi et al . (1974), usin g a behavioral and self report
instru ments for obtainin g a measurement of assertiveness,
subjec ts who received assertive

training

found that

were rated as si gnificantly

10

more assertive

than subjects

and assertive

1

Behavioral performance measures that reached

to have less anxiety.
significance

in control groups, and ~ere 2lso reported

included percentage of eye contact,
content.

A fourth behavioral measurement, latency of

response, did not reach significance.

Galassi et al.

a one-year follow-up stucy of the original
lation.

length of scene,

Nine of 16 orisinal

(1975) reported

Galassi et al. 1974) popu-

control subjects,

and 11 of 16 original

experimental subjects were reassessed with two self report measures
(the College Self Express ion Scale and the Subjective Unit of
Disturbance Scale) and a behavioral performance test.
revealed si gnificant

differerces

Results

between the experi~ertal

and control

groups on both of the self report measures and on two of the four
behaviora l measures, indicating
training

long-term effectiveness

procedures.

A number of studies
r ehearsa l techniques,

have concentrated

upon variants

with and without performance feedback.

Alsc compared in this study

They used a behavioral role-playing

than controls

no-treatment

procedures resulted

in greater

with the behavior rehearsal/performance

group being the most potent treatment.

control

test and the Wolpe-

scale as measurement instru ments.

two behavior rehearsal

McFall

of behavior rehearsal

was placebo insi ght thera py and a waiting list

Lazarus assertive

of behavioral

and some form of performance feedback.

and Marston (1970) studied the effectiveness

group .

assertive

In short,

the

improvement
feedback

11

McFall and Lillesand
behavioral rehearsal
requests.

(1971) investiqated

in the training

overt versus covert

of refusal

of unreasonable

Using the Conflict Resolution Inventory and a behavioral

as sertiveness

test for measurement, it was found that the combined

behavioral rehearsal

groups performed significantly

more assertively

than a control group, with the covert group showing the greatest
amount of change.
Loggin and Rooney (1973) reported results
reported by McFall and Lillesand.
ment "behavioral

assertiveness

covert rehearsal.

that

Employing the performance measure-

test"

(1970) they found overt rehearsal

contrasting

developed by McFall and Marston

t o be significantly

better

However, both overt and covert rehearsal

were found to be significantly

than
groups

than control su6jec ts .

more assertive

It should be noted here that th e population used by Loggin and. Rooney
was hospitalized
in generalization
Finally
contribution

schizo phrenics.
of these results

Therefore,

concern should be taken

to other sample populations.

in a study by Melnick and Stocker (1977) the relative
of behavioral feedback to the behavioral rehe arsal

with feedback procedure was assessed.
were compared:

(1) behavioral rehearsal

Three tr eatment conditions
without knowledge of recording

and without the provision of playback; (2) rehears al with knowledge
of recording and without the provision of playback; (3) rehearsal
with knowledge of recording and with provisions

of playback.

was also the intent of the authors to assess a second variable,

It

12

effect

of knowledge of recording.

post-assessment

Their research included pre- and

via the Conflict Resolution Inventory and Behavioral

Assessment by audio taped recordings of simulated refusal

situations.

Analysis of Variance for both assessment instruments revealed no
significant

This suggests that response feedback does

difference.

not seem to add to the effectiveness

of behavioral rehearsal.

was also observed that there was no effect
recording.

Melnick and Stocker fail

due to knowledge of

to provide definitive

as to the length of treatment conditions,

directed

might be

tov1ard 1imited treatment exposure as a factor

in failure

In general,

lasted,

Depending

a criticism

to obtain significant

rehearsal

information

indicatin g only that tvJo

sessions were given to each of the tre atment conditions.
on how long each of these sessions

It

differences.

it appears that researchers

and performance feedback techniques

have found them to be effective .

employing behavior
in assertiveness

training,

However, there seems to be contra-

dictory evidence as to the extent of benefit
alone (Melnick, 1973; Melnick & Stocker,

obtained by feedback

1977; McFall & Lillesand,

1971; McFall & Marston, 1970).
Another techniqu e of assert iven ess training
the attention

of researchers

emperical inve st igations

which has attracted

is that of modeling.

have evaluated vari ants of modeling techni ques .

Friedman (1971) used as measurement instrumentation
scores from a self report measure of assertiveness
Invento ry) and an observed eight-minute
situation.

A number of

stressful

pre- post-change
(Action Situation
interpersonal

He compared si x groups: (1) modeling plus role-playing,
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(2) modeling, (3) directed
(5) assertive

script,

modeling plus directed
assertive

role-playing,

(4) improvised role-playin g,

and (6) nonassertive
role-playing

script.

He found the

group to be significantly

more

than all other groups with the exception of improvised

role -p laying.

All other groups were found to be significantly

from the nonassertive
/1. study by Eisler,

relationship

script

group, but not from each other.

Hersen, and Miller (1973) revealed a possible

between modeling and rehearsal.

behavior rehearsal
was significantly

different

They found that

alone without instructions,
less effective

modeling or coaching ,

in increasing

assertive

than combined modeling and behavior rehearsal.

behavior

They used a behavi oral

performance based measurement of changes which showed superior
performance of the modeling plus practice

group on five behavioral

cate gor ies: (l) longest duration of replies,
of r equests for new behavior,
and (5) greater

overall

assertion

Based upon pre-/post

measurement on his ovm
practice

This group also reported lower fear of social

rehearsal,

conflict.

of four experimental

designs attempted to determine the contributions
among behavioral

group

more asser tive than the modeling without practice

McFall and Twentyman (1973) in a series

training

(4) louder speech,

a procedure that included both

scale (Rathus, 1973a) the modeling-plus

was significantly
group.

affect,

number

assertiveness.

Rathus (1973) investigated
modeling and practice.

(3) greatest

(2) greatest

of interactions

modeling and coaching in assertiveness

by design manipulation over a series

of four separate

They concluded that modeling seemed to only slightly,

studies.

if any, aff ect

14

treatment when combined with either
and coaching.

rehearsal

They also indicated

that were primarily

responsible

alone or rehearsal

that it was coaching and rehearsal

for effective

treatment results.

It might be noted here that these exoeriments may have a weakness,
if duration of treatment is a factor
of the techniques being assessed,

in the relative

effectiveness

since treatment only included

two 45-minute sessions.
Young, Rimm, and Kennedy (1973) sought to evaluate the function
of verbal reinforcement of modeled assertive
imitation.

behavior on subsequent

They compared four groups, two treatment conditions

reinforcement

to the model and no verbal reinforcement

to the model),

and two control groups (no treatment and placebo therapy).
authors,

(verbal

The

based upon behavioral performance measures of assertiveness,

concluded that the two modeling conditions
improvements over that of controls,
to an assertive

produced significant

and that ver bal reinforcement

model does not significantly

improve treatment effects

of modeling.
Kazdin (1974) designed a study assessing
modeling and model reinforcement on assertive
consisted

the effects
behavior.

of covert
The study

of four groups: (1) covert modeling (imagination of asser-

tive model performance),

(2) covert modeling plus reinforcement

(same as ( 1) plus imagined favorable consequences contingent on
assertiveness),

(3) no modeling (imagined scenes with no assertive

model and no favorable consequences), and (4) delayed treatment
controls.

Kazdin concludes that covert modeling with and without

imagined reinforcement

to the model is effective

in increasing

assertive
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behavior in low assertive

individuals.

Although significance

was

not reached between the two covert modeling groups, there were
that the covert modeling plus reinforcement v,as the more

indications
effective

procedure.

Later Kazdin (1976) designed a study which assessed the effects
of covert modeling (imagined model), multiple models (single versus
several models performing assertively),

and model reinforcement

(imagining favorable consequences following model behavior versus
no consequences),

on assertive

behavior.

The study included the

following five groups: (l) single model-reinforcement,

(2) single

model-no reinforcement,

(3) multiple models-reinforcement,

model-no reinforcement,

and (5) nonassertive-model

(1976) , reports
significant

the following results:

improvements in assertive

behavior as indicated

single models and model reinforcement

effects

to produce consistent

of the treatment generalized

Kazdin

by both

(2) imagining several versus
further

(3) imagining assertion-relevant

model failed

control.

(1) covert modeling produced

self report and behavioral assessments,

effects,

(4) multiple

improved treatment

scenes without an assertive

changes in assertion,
to novel situations

and (4) the
(via role-

playing) and were maintained for four months as assessed by follow-up
self-report

measures.

Although most studies

in assertiveness

treatment control group type, Edelstein
a single subject modified multiple

training

and Eisler

have been of the
(1976) designed

baseline study in which they
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studied the effects

of modeling and modeling with instructions

feedback on the Behavioral Components of social skills .
was a male schizophrenic
were assessed:
gestures,

of affect

and overall assertiveness.

Their

but not gestures

while modeling combined with instructions

and feedback increased eye contact,
In general,

number of head and hand

that modeling alone increased affect,

or duration of eye contact,

Their subject

The fol l owing dependent variables

duration of eye contact,

and ratings

study indicated

patient.

and

gestures,

and overall

affect .

it appears that modeling, even covert modeling,

does have significant

effects

upon improved assertion

(Kazdin, 1974;

Kazdin, 1976; Young, Kimmand Kennedy, 1974; Edelstein and Eisler,
Ho\A1ever,studies

1976).

additional

including treatment groups that provided

components of assertion

coaching, instruction,

practice),

with additional

training

in the training

of assertion

&

Miller,

Eisler,

1973;

indicated

(e.g.,

behavioral rehearsal,

that modeling combined

procedures brought about increased efficacy
skills

(Friedman, 1971; Eisler,

Hersen

Rathus, 1973; McFall Fi Tv1entyman,1973; Edelstein &

1976).

Most of the literature

concerning assertion

with the process of assertive
behavioral rehearsal)
assertive

training

or with particular

response (e.g.,

voice volume).

training

eye contact,

All of these represent

(e.g.,

has dealt primarily

modeling, role playing,

characteristics
affect,

of an

duration of reply,

vi able components of assertion.

However, the various components of assertion

contain differing
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degrees of complexity (Rathus, 1972).

For example, teaching assertive

eye contact is much less complicated than is the teaching of an
assertive

verbal content response.

Due to the complexity of assertive

verbal content training,

several authors have suggested the formulation of more concrete
models designed to facilitate

the development of assertive

verbal

responses (Winship & Kelley, 1976; Gale & Carlsson, 1977; Albert &
Emmons, 1974; Cooley, 1976).

Although each trainer

develops his

own unique style or model for teaching the verbal content component
of assertion,

the author is aware of only three formal models
(Winship & Kelley, 1976; Gale & Carlsson,

presented in the literature
1977; and Cooley, 1976).
to substantiate

One of these models reports research

the effectiveness

of their model (Winship & Kelle y, 1976).

Winship and Kelley presented a verbal response model which
focused upon three components of an assertive
empathy statement--the
person's

ability

eyes, (b) a conflict

tive rationale

assertive

to see th e situation
statement--the

for his action,

is that the individual

statement,

through the other

individual's

effect

wants to happen."

response as "the ability

Winship and Kelley's

of their

subjects:

communica-

and (c) an action statement--what
They further

to make a three-part

in which one expresses one's own rights while respecting
of others."

"(a) an

it

defined an
statement
the rights

(1976) study investigated

the

verbal response model by comparing three groups of

(l) assertive

model), (2) attention

training

group (trained

control group (trained

via verbal response

via generalized

client
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oriented

supportive group therapy approach) and (3) no treatment

control group.

All groups were randomly assigned and posttested

a self report scale,

responses to written

of a video tape role-playing
significant

differences

group and the attention
training

situation.

situations,
The results

on

and on scores
indicated

were obtained between the assertive

that

training

control group, and between the assertive

group and the no-treatment

control group.

Another content model was suggested by Cooley (1976) in 1,,1hich
the author recommended th e use of Gordon's (1970) "I rriessaqe" for mula.
The "I message" formula is seen by Gordon as more influential
modifying unacceptable behavior.

in

In using the formula the individual

communicates the fe el ings he or she is present ly exper iencin g (I message)
rather

The Cooley (1976) model includ es

than accusing (you message).

two additiona l components also borrowed from Gordon (1971).
are: (l) a nonblameful description
the tangible

effects

They

of another 's behavior, and (2)

of this behavior on me now or in the future.

A third content model is presented by Gale and Carlsson (1977).
Their model includes three steps:
the feelings
(2) "attention

(l) "the individual

shares

generated by the offending behavior of another person",
is paid to the feelings

of the receiver

ti ve message and to maintaini ng a friendly
sender and the receiver",
specified

briefly

relationship

and (3)"the receiver

change in his offending behavior."

that this model meets two requirements

of the asserbetween the

is asked to make a
Gale and Carlsson argue

indicated

by Ginott (1965):
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(l) that communication be directed
of both parties,
any suggestions

the self-respect

and (2) that communication of understanding
for behavioral change.

(2) allowed the asserter

precede

They also argue that step

to meet bis own approval needs as well

as lowering the receiver's
the reception

at preserving

resistance

to change, and therefore

promotes

of the following request for behavior change.

Although all three of the models presented here appear to
incorporate
certain

many of the same communication strategies,

qualities

they do purport

of uniqueness that should be considered.

However,

it is important to point out that none of these models have met the
test

of repeated significant

this has been obtained,

gains over other techniques,

and until

they remain only suggested models.

In summary, it appears that the experimental research cle3rly
demonstrates

that a number of assertive

shown to increase assertive
individuals.
training

training

techniques have been

behavior in previously unassertive

These techniques have varied from the extremely covert

techniques of Kazdin to the overt techniques of Galassi,

Kostka, and Galassi,
treatment-control

and have included research designs of the multiple

group type, to the single subject multiple

baseline

type.
Based upon this review, an increasing
to be pointing to the superiority
techniques of behaviora l rehearsal

amount of evidence seems

of treatment procedures that i nclude
(coaching,

role playing).

others have found that combinations of behavi ora l rehearsal

However,
with
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modeling and performance feedback serves to further
efficacy

of an assertiveness

program.

training

elements appears to strengthen

enhance the

Such combining of various
the effectiveness

as well

as promote the maintenance of treatment gains.
Finally,
training

it appears that some of the new frontiers

will be directed

which will incorporate

towards the development of teaching models

the process components of role playing, modeling,

and behavioral rehearsal.
training

of assertion

These have been identified

procedures when incorporated

into assertive

as effective
training

models.

Relaxation
With the publication
relaxation

training

of Jacobson s Progressive Relaxation in 1938 ,
1

was introduced as a therapeutic

procedure directed

at the reduction of variou s forms of tension and anxiety.

However,

not until Wolpe (1958) modified Jacobson s rather extensive trainin g
1

procedures into a less time consuming, but yet potent procedure, did
rela xat i on as a therapeutic

technique gain s ignific ant professional

recognition.
Wolpe (1958) incorporated

a modified relaxation

procedures for systematic desensitization.
studies

have employed relaxation-control

rela xation alone to be ineffective

technique into

Since then, a number of
groups, which have shown

in lowering fear and fear-related

symptoms (Aponte &Aponte, 1971; Cooke, 1968, Davison, 1968; Rimm&
Medeiros, 1970) .
significant

In contrast,

some of these studies

fear reductions following training

have found

in relaxation

(Denney,
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1974; Freeling & Shemberg, 1970; Laxer
Liebert,

McMaius, & Fernandez, 1969).

~1

Halker, 1970; Spiegler,

It is suggested by Change-

Liang and Denney (1976) that the apparent contradiction
of relaxation

training

in the efficacy

in the reduction of various anxieties

and

fears may be due to the emphasis or lack of emphasis placed upon
the application

of relaxation

learned skills.

Goldfied (1971) viewed relaxation
during desensitization

therapy.

as an active coping skill
Goldfied further

emphasis be placed on providing explicit
in applying the relaxational

skill

In line with this view,
acquired

suggested that the

instructions

to subjects

during encounters with daily

anxiety arousing situations.
Further support of effective
geared toward application
Zeisset

(1968).

of the learned skill

through instructions

was obtained by

Zeisset compared an applied relaxation

with systematic desensitization,
control groups.

attention-control

procedure

and no treatment

It was concluded that both applied relaxation

desensitization
more effective

use of relaxation

procedures were equally effective
than controls

and

and significant

ly

in reducing interview anxiety.

In another study, Jacks (1972) compared systematic desensitization
with a self-control

procedure suggested by Goldfied (1971).

The

author had acrophobic subjects maintain imagery and "relax away"
any anxiety that v,1asexperienced.
differences

results

revealed no

on actual performance, but the self-control

report significant
situation.

Posttest

decreases

in subjective

group did

anxiety during the performance
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Further support of relaxation

as an effective

1t1asobtained by Goldfried and Trier (1 974).
three treatment conditions:

speaking anxiety.

These authors compared

a standard relaxation

rela xation group, and a discussion

copin~ skill

group, a self control

group, in the treatment of public

The primary distinguishing

differences

between

the two rela xat ion conditions was that the standard rela xation group
was told that the exercises
levels,

would automatically

reduce their anxiety

while the self control condition \vas told they v,ere learning

an "active copi ng skill."
obtained,

Although no significant

the result s were consistently

condition and overall

ratings

assessment indicate d greater

satisfaction

Chang-Liang and Denney (1976) further
applied relaxation

with test-anxious

from a follow-up

among the self-contro l grouo .

to that of Goldfried and Trier,
assessed the effectiveness
subjects.

four treatment procedures: applied rela xation,
tization,

rela xation only, and no treatment

was directed
The results

(control).

Assessment
to other fears.

on four of six measures,

over systematic desensitization

of six performance measures.
tization

systematic desensi -

of applied rela xat ion over

rel axation only and no tr eatment (control),
while superiority

was limited to one

It was found that systematic desensi-

was not superior on any of the measures compared to the

other treatment groups.

of

The authors used

at reducing test anxiety and generalization
indicate d the superiority

were

in favor of th e self control

of satisfaction

Following in a similar direction

differences
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A variation
effectiveness,

of applied relaxation,
is cue-controlled

that may in fact improve its

relaxation.

This variation

by Cautela (1966) and Russell and Sipich (1973) typically
two steps,
ciating

training

in deep muscle rela xation,

the relaxed state

with an internal

sti mulus and elicits

or external

or facilitates

Brady (1973), using this procedure,
rel ated disorders
and inso mnia).

(e.g.,

stuttering,

obsessive thoughts,

stimulus,

which was

cues such as (calm)

that the procedure has been used effectivel y

in reducing t es t anxiety
and group settings

of anxiety

generated cue of rhythmic

using inter nally generated

or (rel ax) indicate

It i s

functi ons as

a variety

phobic anxiety,

beats of a metronome (60 H ) as a conditioned
2
re ported to serve to elicit rela xation.
The literature

cue.

asso-

rel axation.

treated

Brady used the externally

involves

and repeatedly

supported by Brady (1973) that this re peated pairing
a conditioned

used

in both indivi dual (Russel & Sipich,

(Russe ll,

Miller,

& June, 1974) .

Further,

1973)
Russell,

Miller and June (1975) found this technique to be as effective
desen s itization

in reducing self report

Russell and Matthews (1975) report
successful

treatment

back- as sisted
of flight

relaxation

anxiety.

usin g the techni que in the

of int ense phobic reactions

authors used cue-controlled
of the snake phobia.

indices of test

as

(snake phobia).

The

and in vivo desensitization

Others (Reeves and Mealiea, 1975) used biofeed-

cue-controlled

relaxation

phobias in three individually

for the successful

treatment

treated

The authors

subjects.
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further

indicate

that inasmuch as frontalis

of depth of rela xation,

that the cue-control

promote deeper levels of relaxation
In conclusion,

conditions

index

technique appears to

than non cue-controlled

it appears that an increasing

supports the effectiveness
both clinical

EMGis a reliable

procedures.

amount of evidence

of applied or cue-controlled

relaxation,

in

and comparable studies 1,1hereanxiety and fear related

are being treated.

Such positive

indications

give further

hypothesis suggesting increased efficacy
programs which incorporate

of assertiveness

training

~vithin that program applied rela xation

training.

The relative

be trained

in applied relaxation

of the practicalit

support for a proposed

ease with which groups of individu als can
provides additional

support in terms

y of such a combinational assertiveness

treatment

program.
Systematic Desensitization
Systematic desensitization
of behavior therapy.

is one of the most \.IJidely used methods

It was developed by Joseph Wolpe in the early

1950 s as a method for deconditioning
1

(1973), in discussing

desensitization

the role and effectiveness

Wolpe et al.

of systematic

said:

Systematic desensitization
obsessions,

anxiety responses.

is indicated for phobias,

compulsions, and anxiety reactions

by anxiety-reducing

defense mechanisms....

that maintained

More than 100 outcome
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studies

indicate

significantly
therapies

that systematic desensitization

better

results

than a variety

produces

of comparison

(p. 961).

In a review of 75 outcome studies of systematic desensitization,
Paul (1969) concluded that for nearly 1,000 different
by over 90 therapists,

findings

indicated

clients

treated

an overwhelmingly positive

success ratio.

At the conclusion of his review of the systematic

desensitization

literature,

For the first
ments a specific

time in the history
therapeutic

measureable benefits
distressing

Paul stated:
of psychological

package reliably

for clients

treat-

produced

across a broad range of

problems in which anxiety was of fundamental

importance (p. 150).
The clinical
been discussed
Success rates

effectiveness

in some detail
in the clinical

the area of 75 percent,
an effective

of systematic desensitization

has

by \1olpe (1958, 1969) and Rachman (1965).
setting

indicating

have been considered within

that in a clinical

setting

it remains

tool (Rachman, 1967).

A number of comparative studies evaluating
systematic desensitization
phobic conditions
major investigation

of

in the treatment of various anxiety and

have been made (Wolpe et al.,
include test anxiety,

such as snake and airplane

the effectiveness

phobia.

1973).

speech anxiety,

Areas of
and phobias

Al len (1972) reviewed a majority
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of the comparative studies

on systematic desensitization

anxiety reduction between 1966 and 1972.
things that,

based upon self-report

desensitization

and test

He concluded among other

anxiety measures, systematic

appeared to be effective

in reducing test anxiety.

He also found academic performance to be improved when combinations
and study counseling techniques \A/ere

of systematic desensitization
used.

As with the treatment of test anxiety,
zation has been investigated
Again, comparative studies
sitization

systematic desensiti-

in the treatment of various phobias.
of the effectiveness

of systematic desen-

in the treatment of phobias indicate

i s effective

(Rachman, 1967).

the efficacy

of systematic desensitization

report s ignificant

that such treatment

A number of authors investigating
in treating

phobias

improvement over other treatment procedures (Cooke,

1966; Marks & Gelder, 1965, Rachman, 1965; Kimura, Kennedy & Rhodes ,
l 972) .

Although desensitization
efficient

technique,

is considered by many to be a relatively

it may require more time to effectively

the probl em symptoms than many practitioners
due to overburdened appointment schedules.

are '"'ill ing to spend,
In this view, the past

decade has witnessed the increased use of group counseling,
as a result
1971).

of demand on the professional

alleviate

counselor's

partially

time (Gazda,

There has also been a growing body of research evidence indi-

cating that systematic desensitization
group settings.

can be effectively

employed in
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Group desensitization
various anxieties
(Marshall,

has been found effective

in treating

and phobias, some of which include: fear of spiders,

Strawbridge & Keltner,

1972; Robinson & Suinn, 1969),

fear of snakes (Fishman & Nawas, 1971; Shannon & Wolff, 1967),
fear of childbirth

(Kondas & Scetnidia,

1972), fear of physical

coritact with opposite sex (Dua, 1972), interpersonal
anxiety (Calef & Maclean, 1970).

perfonnance

Group desensitization

has also

been used to reduce test anxiety in elementary and secondary school
students

(Mann, 1972; Suinn, 1970) as well as college students

(Aponte & Aponte, 1971; McManus,1971; Suinn & Hall, 1970).
In general,

researchers

of systematic desensitization
the model initially

developed, consisted

phase consisted

by or concurrently

in groups have kept fairly

presented by Wolpe (1958).

procedure as originally
The first

who have attempted to evaluate the use

carried

of relaxation

anxiety reaction),
proper.

of three distinct

training.

Recent research,

phases.

This was followed
of an anxiety

stimuli that elicit

while the third phase consists

the

of desensitization

however, has included some variations

procedures used to obtain results
process.

Wolpe's ( 1958)

out with, the construction

hier archy (a graduated scale of aversive

close to

in the

in the various phases of the complete

Following is a review of some of these variations.

Procedures for most studies

in the relaxation

phase incorporate

a modified version of the Jacobson (1938) method of relaxation

or

they have cited Wolpe (1958) or Wolpe and Lazarus (1966) as their
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source for training

techniques.

This procedure typically

involves

deep muscle re l axat i on through the process of tightening

and relaxing

various muscle groups under the direction

of a trainer.

The procedure

usually begins with the upper extremities

and progresses to the feet.

However, recent studies
training

have suggested that the instructions

in relaxat i on can be administered

for

to groups by means of a
(Freeling &

taped recording with no apparent loss of effectiveness

Shernberg, 1970; Hall & Hinkle, 1972; Mann, 1972; Suinn & Hall,
Others, ~ondas, 1967; Kondas & Scetnidia,
(1935) autogenic training

1970).

1972), have used Schultiz's

method with groups, as a rela xation training

procedure prior to desensitization
reported success of relaxation

proper .

training

Several other studies

by having subjects

observe a videotape of people who are receiving training

have

passively
in rela xation

(Hall & Hinkle, 1972; Mann, 1972).
The second phase, construction

of an anxiety hierarc hy, is a cr ucial

determinant of the success of the desensitization

process (Wolpe &

Lazarus, 1966).
In the studies

reviewed, this phase of the desensitization

process

was dealt with in one of two basic ways: by developing individualized
hierarchies

for each member of the group or by developing a unive rsa l

hierarchy for the entire

group .

In studies where t he individual i zed hierarchies
(Katahn et al.,

1966; Lazarus,

were developed

1961; McMannus,1971), each member of
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the group developed his or her own personal hierarchy
with the trainer.

Then during the desensitization

numbers were identified

methods have been used.

used standardized,
&

pre-constructed

Naws, 1971; Mann, 1972).

naires or lists

process only the

by the trainer.

In the develo pment of universal
different

in conjunction

type hierarchies,
Some researchers
hierarchies

at least three
developed or

(Dua, 1972; Fishman

Others provided each member v1ith question -

of potential

items of which they were asked to rate

(Aponte & Aponte, 1971; Freeling & Shemberg, 1970; Osterhouse, 1972) .
The trainer

took this information and then constructed

the universal

hierarchy.

A third method was one in which a general consensus was
(Cohen, 1969, Donner & Guerney ,

arrived at through group discussion
1969) .

Another factor

that seems to vary somewhat is the number of it ems

developed for any given anxiety hierarchy.
tv10

(Suinn, 1970) to 36 (Mitchell,

the range from 10 to 20 items.

1971).

These have varied fro m
Most, hov1ever, fell within

Marguis and Morgan (1968) suggested
between 10 and 20 items is

that for individual

desensitization

usually preferred.

Although Marguis and Morgan (1968) suggested this

for individual

desensitization,

there is nothing in the research

reviewed here that would indicate

that this rule of thumb would not

hold equally well for group desensitization.
In assessing
consist

primarily

anxiety hierarchies,
of thematic,

Paul (1969) identified

spatial-temporal,

the m to

or a combination of
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the t vJO
. A thematic hierarchy consists

of some central

upon stimulus classes which are associated
continguity,

through similarity

or through internal

spatial-tem poral hierarchies
situation

through spatial

of physical attributes,

responses (p. 68)."

the me "based
or temporal

throu gh functi on ,

On the other hand, the

tend to focus on the anxiety sti mulus

or event with which the items on the hierarchy re pres ent an

approach value with regard to time and space.
During the third phase of the systematic desensitization
dese nsitization

proper, the client

imagines scenes developed from

his personal anxiety hi era rchy while remaining re l axed.
in volves a number of different
of it em presenta tion,
sessions,

procedure,

vari ables,

length of interval

This process

among them being, duration
between scenes, number of

and the number of ti mes a scene is to be presented before

progressing

to the next scene.

lpe and Lazarus '
Most stud i es revi ewed remained close to \>/o
(1966) gui delines

of 5 to 10 seconds for t he dura ti on of the item

prese ntati on and 15 to 35 seconds betv1een it ems. However, the number
of sessio ns varied from two (Suinn, 1970) to 20 (Laxer and Walker,
1970).

Although ther e is apparent disagreement as to just how many

sessions are required,
directly

the author is aware of no studies that have

att empted to evaluate this question when usi ng group desen-

sitization.
One of the crucial

variables

in the desensitization

process is

the number of times a scene is presented before progressing down the
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hierarchy

list.

sitization.

This is particularly

important in group desen-

The decision of when to move on is typically

by subjective

impressions of the client;

can visualize

the preceding ite m without experiencing

Whengroup desensitization
have their

only after

the client

anxiety .

is being done each of the clients

own unique reactions

hierarchy.

i.e.,

determined

to differing

scenes from their

This has presented some problems for the group desen-

sitization

technique.

In the studies

reviewed three different

systems were employed.
One "procedure" advanced the group to the next heirarchy
item only after

every member of the group could visualize

item void of anxiety (Lazarus, 1961; Mann & Rosenthal,
different

a given

1969).

A

version of this procedure was used by Taylor (1971) ,

in which when an individual

signalled

continual

of the group rela xed while the therapist

anxiety,

the rest

worked with th at person

individually.
A second procedure used an automated approach (Fis hman and
Nawas, 1971; O'Neil and Howell, 1969; Rachman, 1965).
approach the subjects

were asked to visualize

hierarchy a predetermined number of times.
entire

In this

each item on the
At that point the

group would move on to the next item regardless

of individual

anxiety states.
A third procedure provided for individualized
(Cohen, 1969).

With this method the trainer

neither

progression
referred

to
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the scene or to the item number but merely indicated
scen e visualization

and relaxation

periods .

the timin g of

Each subject was asked

to stop thinking about a scene if it produced anxiety and to move
on to the next scene only after
without eliciting

twice

by this review, systematic desensitization

is a

anxiety.

As indicated
fairly

an item could be visualized

complex procedure in which numerous variations

cations

have been applied by various researchers.

varying proced ures used by researchers
evaluation

of systematic desensitization

additional

variables

cate and generalize

to studies,

presents a proble m in the
by adding

thus making it difficult

to repli-

the optimal combinatio ns of

those who wish to conduct systematic

in groups, should become familiar

and develop a system of group desensitization

with these variations

that takes into con-

the mainstream of these procedures.

In conclusion,
of the literature
a clinical

the

the results.

procedural variations,

sideration

In fact,

as a treatment,

Until future research establishes

desensitization

and modifi-

it seems quite clear from research and revie1\IS
concerning systematic desensitization

therapy procedure,

a broad range of distressing
fundamental importance.
of numerous studies

in the tr eatment of

problems of which anxiety plays

This has been evidenced from the evaluation

in clinical

number of comparative studies.
desensitization

it is effective

, that as

settings

as well as a substantial

Further,

the extension of systematic

procedures into group treatment procedures has also
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revealed that this procedure i s effect ive as a group therapy treatment.

However, research is yet to establish

of procedural variations

the optimal combinations

and unt i l it does, individual

will no doubt be the trend .

variations
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CHAP
TER III
METHODOLOGY
Purposes and Objectives
Based upon th is author ' s review of the literature,
pertinert

argu~ents have been presented.

positions

have been proposed to account for unassertiveness .

of these is a performance deficit,
ness is the result
to inhibit

of built-up

interpersonal

expression.

The other,

unassertiveness

First,

several

t~o theoretical

which implies that unassertive -

anxiety vlithin the individual

being a learning deficit,

is the result

Although these two theoretical

to treat

practical

serving

responsivene5s and blocking assertive
which implies that

of never having learned relevant verbal

and nonverbal responses considered necessary in assertive

different,

One

positions

behavior.

appear to be distinctly

techniques espoused by each of these positions

the unassertive

individual

are characteristical

ly the same.

A second argument being presented dealt with the 9rowing amounts
of re5earch which supports the contention
high assertive
and social fear.

that low as compared to

ind i viduals experience greater amounts of anxiety
This research further

suqqests that the reduction

of these fears woul d be expected to erharce the ef fect iv eness of an
assertive

tra i ning program.
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Third, a contention

is presented suggesting that alt~ough neitrer

the performance or le arning deficit
need for anxiety reduction

theoretical

in an assertiveress

~odels reject

treat ~ent program, the

techniques being espoused arid eval uated, i.e.,

particular

guided behavioral

and ~oceling,

rehearsal,

toward teaching appropriate
The final

assertive

role playing,

are geared ffiore directly

behaviors than anxiety manage~ent.

argu~ert presented by the lit erature

is tha t in spite

treat ment cf anxiety and phobic relatec

of the current successful

conditio ns by use of syste matic desensitization
procedures,

the

and rel axation

fe ~ (orly two according to this authcr's

awareness)

have attempted to evaluate the possible relevanc e that these procedures
coupled with the more popular shapin g t echniques pl ay in the incr eased
efficacy

of an assertive

tr ainin g rrog r am.

The problem t his study purports to arldress is the lac k of
e~pir ical data concer nin g the effic acy of co~bin ing rela xation and
syste matic desensitization
indi vi duals.

proce dures in the treatment of unassertive

The pur pose of this study is to cl arify the rol e of

these techni ques (relaxation
component of assertive
effects

as a

trainin g re gi mens by evalu atin g the thera peut ic

of three different

assertive

and systematic desensitization)

treat ments of equal eight-week duration:

trainin g and cue controlled

and systematic desensitization;

rel axation:

and assertive

assertive

traini ns

trainin g extended.

Hypotheses
The treat ment regimens evaluated in this study consisted of t he
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f ollowin g :
training;

Group I, cue-c ontrolled

relaxation

Group II, systematic desensitization

trainin g: and Group III,

assertiveness

plus assertiveness
plus assertiveness

trainin g extended.

group, Group IV, delayed treatment control,

A control

will also be compared

with the treat ment re gi mens.
Stated in the rull for ~ the f ollowing hypotheses were tested:
l.

There is no significant

difference

in the ~ear. change

scores among the three treat mert re 9i mens (Groups I, II,
and III) and between each treat ment group an0 th e control
group (Group IV) on the College Self Expression Scale.
2.

There is no si gnificant

difference

in the ~ean change scores

among the three treat mert groups (Groups I, II, and III )
and between each treatmert

group and the control group

(Group IV) on the Rathus Assertiveness
3.

There is no significant

difference

Scale .

ir. the mean c~2n9e scores

among the three tr eat ~ent sro ups (Groups I, II, anc III)
and between each tr eat ment group and the control group
(Group IV) on the four Behavioral Performance Test vari ables;
verbal content,

percent of

eye

contact,

ver bal af fe ct, and

over all assertiveness.
Desion, Pooulation
Design.

and Samolino

The design of this study is a pre-post change comparison.

The treatment groups consisted
assertiveness

training,

of: (I) cue-controlled

(II) systematic desensitization

rela xation plus
plus assertiveness
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training,

(III)

assertiveness

beyond the assertiveness

training

extended (six additional

hours

provided Groups I and II are provided

However, each group received an ecual amount of total

Group III.
training

training

exposure).

The control group, Group IV, was a delayed

treatment control.
The population was drawn fro m both

Population and sampling.

comm
unity members and college students
S~bjects who participated

area.

group of individuals
advertising

efforts.

in and around the Logan, Utah

in the study were obtained fro m a

1-1hore5 ponded to communit y and university
Approximately 60 indivi duals (50 females, 10

males) ranging in age from 40 to 19, indicated
in the free assertiveness

training

course.

a desire to participate

All volunteers

of the research orientation

of the training

limited number of subjects

would be selected

course.

number of volunteers

Once a sufficient

were aware

course, and that a
for inclusion

in the

had been obtained,

random assignments were made t o both control and treat went qrouos.
Those assigned to treat ment were then randomly assigned to one of
three treatments.

Those assigned to the control group were then

contacted and asked to participate
With the assurance cf getting
training

first

as a delayed treat ment control.
choice in an assertiveness

course to be offered the followin q ouarter,

14 in dividuels

were approached and 12 of thew agreed to partic ipate.
Followin g random assignment, each group consisted

of 12 subject~

How~ver, during the course of the study the followino attrition
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resulted:

Groups I, II and III,

one subject each; Grour IV, two subjec~s.

There was no attempt to evaluete the interaction

of sex by this study.

It should be noted, however, that of the 48 subjects who volurteered
and were randomly selected

for participation

in this re5earch, only

nine were males.
Sources of Outcome Data (Instrumentation)
The subjects

of all four groups were administered pre - and posttests

of the following instruments:
Rathus Assertiveness

the College Self Expression Scale, the

Scale, and the Behavioral Performance Te5t.

behind the use of two type5 of assess ment instru~erts

rationale
(behavioral

observation

and self re port invertorie5)

is supported

by prev ious research reviewed in the liter ature (Galassi,
Edelstein & Eisler,
li mitations

1976; Kazdin, 1975).

two measurements .

The rationale

a more valid

is obtaine~ by co~bining the

for using two self report inventories

(College Self Expression Scale and Rathus Assertiveness
not for the purpose of increasing
the comparability

assessment validity,

(not reported in the literature

instru ments in ability

et al. 1975;

Because of the inherent

of each of these assessment instru~erts,

asse5sment of change in assertivene5s

similar

The

Scale) was
but to evaluate

) of these t wo

to reveal change in assertiveness.

College Self Expression Scale.

The CSESconsists

of a 50-ite m

self report inventory v,hich was designed to assess assertiveress.
The inventory is designed to assess or measure three 5epar ate
dimersions of assertiveness

by use of a five-roint

Likert scale

v1ith
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21 positively

worded items and 29 negatively worded items.

thr ee dimensions consist

of positive

assertivene5s.

negative assertive-

Individu als being administered

ness, and self - denial.

The

the scale are

asked to jud ge the frequency with which he er she engaoes in a variety
of assertive

acts.

on the individuals

scores range fro m Oto 200, depending

The resultant

self reported assertiveness.

The te5t-retest

reliability

over a two-week time period is

reported from .89 to .90 (Galassi et al ., 1974).
and concurrent
Gouqh adjective
supervisors

& Galassi,

was reported 1•rhencorrelated

validation
check list

and assertiveness

1973; Galassi et al.,

Galassi et al.

1974).

by cssess in g the ability

group subjects

(Galassi

Normative data from a variety

~as also been collected

(1976) provided additional

1\!ith the

ratin ~s obtained by

and counselors of the validation

of college settings

Moderate construct

(Galassi et al.,

197~).

validation

of the scale

of the CSESto differentiate

10\·.' scorers

from combined moderate and high scorers based upon behavioral
performance measures.

The authors found a significant

on the combined dependent variables
of

eye

contact,

subjective

(assertive

unit of disturbance

content,
scale,

differer.ce
percentage
and response

l atency ) between the low group and the avera0e performance of the
moderate and high assertive
Rathus Assertiveness
for measuring assertiveness.
which the individual

grours.
Scale .

The RASis a 30-item schedule

The items are presented as state~ents

is asked to respond to as being characteristic
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or uncharacteristic

of them. The forw employs a six-roint

1;1hichran ges from +3 (very characteristic

of rr.e) tc a -3 (very

of me) with no zero point.

unc~aracteristic

scale,

Approxiwately half

the items must be disa greed with in order to indicate assertiveness,
with total

scores ranging from +90 to -90 (Rathus, 1973).

The

schedule has been reported to have ~oderate to high test-retest
reliability

over a tv10-month period, yielding

reliability

is reported at .77 (Rathus, 1973a).

validity

1;1asestablished

me2sures of assertiveness:

Satisfactory

i mpressions respondents make of other
situations

outgoin g behavior could be used with profit

assertive

The Behavioral Performance Test.

McGovern, & Hines, 1975;

1971; Serber, 1972; Longin and Rooney, 1973;

McFall and Marston, 1970; Eisler,

Hersen, & Miller,

1973; Hersen,

Johnson, & Pinkston, 1973; Weinman, Gelbart,

Eisler,

Miller,

& Post,

1972; and Rathus, 1972).

These assessments generally

the form of role rlaying interactions
later

The literature
for a behavioral

(Rathus, 1973a).

has been reported by a nurr.ber

of investi gato rs (Arkowitz, Lichtenstein,

video tare,

in which

The u~e of ber.avior performance

in the assessment of assertiveress

McFall & Lillesand,

Split-half

bv comparing the RASscores to tv,o external

people and how they would behave in specific

tests

r of . 78.

Wallace
take

that are recorded by audio or

to be rated on pertinent

behavioral variables.

has varied considerably with regard to procedures
performance test.

from pre-taped confederate

Role playing formats have ranged

stimulus statements

(Arkowitz et all,
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1975; Longin & Rooney, 1973; McFall & Marston, 1970; ar.d McFall &
Lillesand,

1971) to live confederate

& Miller,
Litz,

interactions

(Eisler,

1973; Rathus, 1972; Friedman, 1971; Galassi,

1974; and Galassi,

Kostka, & Galassi,

1975).

Hersen,

Galassi,

&

Likewise,

variations

in the behavioral perfor mance variables

occurred.

For example, Hersen, Eisler and Miller (1973) assessed

the heravioral
reply,

variables

of (1) duration of lookina,

(3) latency of response,

content,

(6) content requesting

and (8) overall
variables

latency .

(2) duration

new behavior,

(7) assertive

1976) assessed

upon completion of role playing,

and (4) response

While Serber (1972), who ~as concerned exclusively

expression,

wit h

tr ain in g, suggests the variables

of: (1) loudness of voice, (2) fluency of spoken v,/Ords, (3)
(4) facial

effect,

(2) percent of eye contact,

content,

nonverbal components of assertive

of

(Ll) loudness of speech, (5) complia nce

Cthers (Galassi et al.,

assertiveness.

of (l) assertive

(3) SUDratings

being rated has

(5) body expression,

eye

contact,

and (6) distance fr o~

confederate.
Based upon the author's
procedures,
Galassi,

review of performance based assess ment

it ~1as decided to use a forinat used by Galassi,

and Litz (1974) and Galassi,

in which multiple

Kostka, and Galassi (1975),

stimulus statements by a live confederate are

presented in ten separate role playing situ2tions.
scenes were used for pretest

Five of these

measurement, while tre other five

comparable scenes were used in the posttest

assessment.

The following
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behavioral performance variables
content,
overall

were rated:

(2) percent of eye contact,

(3) assertive

affect,

and (4)

assertiveness.

Data Collection

of Observed Behaviors

The behavioral performance test requires
of each subject's
by

(l) verbal assertive

observation

response to multiple stimulus statements provided

a live confederate

posttest

the direct

in five structured

role playing situations.

pre- and five structured

The methods by which these data

were obtained and observed will be discussed below under the foll owing
subheading: assessment personnel and procedures;
collection

and interrater

apparatus for data

reliability.

Assessment personnel and procedures.

Personnel included in the

assessment phase of this research were as follows:

Two confederate

role players (one male, one female) who inter acted with the subjects
in role playing; one individual
content stimuli

who acted as narrator,

providing

for each of the role playing situations;

who operated the videotape equipment and was responsible
procedures;

and two raters,

who later

one individual
for recording

viewed the videctaped role

playing sessions and rated the~ on the four behavioral performance
variables.
The two confederate
graduate students

role players (one male, one fe male) were

in the Professional - Scientific

at Utah State University.

Each of the confederate

had previous experience in role playing activities.

Psychology progra~
role players had
Each was oiven
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copies of the structured

role playing scenes (see Appendix C), and

asked to memorize the structured
each of the scenes.

were to be maintained

toward consistent

throughout the testing

of the confederate

designation

a trainin g session was conducted

Additionally,

where emphasis was directed

neither

mult iple stimulus state ments for

response patterns
session.

that

Further,

role pla yers were aware of the graup

fer any of the subjects.

Procedures and apparatus for videotaping of the role playing
situations

consisted

of the following.

of the counselin g suites

The subject was taken to one

in the USUpsychology counseling labs.

The room is equipped with three strategically

placed video cameras

which al low for closeup and wide lers videotaping.

role player and given a brief

then introduced to the confederate
explanation

The explanation

of procedures to follow.

the following:

(1) A narrative

of the role playing situation
of the narration,
by the narration.

describin9

will be read to you.

(3) The confederate

and fifth

scene narrations

follow in much the same ~anner.
narration

you still

(2 ) Upon completion

as life-like

scene you will

as
he

after which the second,
and role playings will

(5) If, upcn completion of any

have questions,

hand and the narration

as directed

role player will be responding

(4) At the completion of the first

fourth,

and conditions

you will begin role playing the situation

given a few moments to compose yourself,
third,

consisted of

the situation

to you in order to make the role rlaying situation
possib le.

The subject was

please indicate

will be re-read.

by raisin g your
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While the confederate
individual

acting as narrator

adjoining
suite.

and subject re~ained in the suite,

the

and the videotape operator were in an

room which allowed for one-way observation

of the video

Two-waycommunication between the role players 2nd the rersonnel

in the adjoining

to read the rarration

room allowed the narrator

that mi ght arise.

each scene, as well as answer any questions
completion of the narrative,

the vid eotape orerator

of the subject,

the screen provided a wide angle picture
confederate

Upon

would begin

O~e half cf the screen

recording of each of the role played sceres.
included a closeup picture

of

while the second half of
which included both the

and the subject.

Recordings were ~ade of each subject as he or she resronded
to the multiple

stimulus state ~erts of the confederate

the five pretest
scenes .

for each cf

scenes, as well as to the comparable five posttest

The multiple

stimulus state merts and accompanying narrations

of the ten role pl aying scenes used in this study were adpated
without deviation

from those used by Galassi,

Kostka, and Galassi

(See Apperdix C).

(1975).

Once pre- and post- videotapin gs of each subject had been recorded,
behavioral
obtained:

performance ratings
(l) verbal assertive

(3) assertive

affect,

of the follo wing variable5 were
content,

and (4) overall

(2) percent of eye contact,

ass2rtiveness.

Criteria

for

rating

each of th e four vari~ble5 were prov i ded for each of the two

raters

(see Appendices D, E, F, and G), and later

a training

session

was conducted where random segments of pre-recorded
rated ty each of the raters
obtained (at least

until

acceptable

procedures for rating

correlations

had been obtained,

viewing the rater would rate variable
during the second viewing variable
and finally

assertiveness

were

the following

the tapes were employed. The r ater woul d

review the tapes on three separate occasions.

made on variable

correlations

.90).

Once accertable

be rated,

scenes were

During the first

(1) assertive

verbal contert,

(2) percent of eye contact ~oul~

a third viewing was made in which ratings

(3) assertive

affect

and variable

were

(4) overall

.

Apparatus for data collection.

The following is a list

of the

apparatus used in the assessment of the behavioral perfor mance test.
One counse lin g suite eauipped with one-way mirrors adjoinin g the
video eaui pment room, three stationary
tivity

carr.eras, a dynamic lavalier

but adjustable

hi 9h sensi-

microphone, and an extension

speaker.
Two of the three cameras were used, both cameras were Concord
Communications Systems Model MTC-21high sensitivity
of the cameras was equipped with a Concord television

carneras.

One

zoom 20-55 mm

1 :2.8 lens, while the other was equipped with a Izukar mini-TV lens
16 mml : 1 . 6.

The room was equipped with a multi-directional
dynamic lavalier

Sony Model 560

microphone, and a model 166-A extension speaker,
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V-MCorporation,

which was used to provirle two-way communication

betweer recording personnel and role players.
Video equipment consisted of a television
multiple camera selection
installed

and more selection

control panel with
s~lit

image control,

by micro studio Concord Communications syste ms, a JVC

"VCP" recorder r:;odel CR-6100u and a Sony Triniton color TV receiver
model KV
-1910.
Interrater

reliability.

following procedure.

was calculated

role playing scenPs, ratin g the~ as

by ratin g and scoring procedures (se e Appendices D, E, F,

and G), until

inter-observer

aqreement of at le ast .90 was obtained

and mainta in ed for two se~arate trainina
Upon achievement of pre-training
reliability,

each of the raters

the procedure indicated
0.nd procedures").
ratings,

using the

Prior to rating of the tapes, each rater

observed randomly selected
directed

Reliability

interrrater

criteria

above (see subsection,

reliability

for inter- observer

proceeded tc rate the tar.es folloviir.g

/.\fter each of the

raters

t1t10

"Assessment personnel
had completed their

checks were made by rando~ly selecting

scenes throughout the pre- and posttest
(r) for each of the four variables.
for computing (r) totaled

sessions.

observations

and computing

Randomly se lected scenes used

20% of the total

scenes rated.

The Treatment Procedures
Descriptions
in outline

for m.

of the treatment procedures used are provided below
A brief description

of the content of the basic
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assertiveness

training

sessions,

received,will

be presented first.

of which all three treatment groups
The following are descriptions

of procedures unique to each of the following treatment groups:
(assertiveness

training

plus systematic

(assertiveness

training

plus-cue-controlled

(assertiveness

training

extended).

Basic assertiveness

training.

desensitization),

in assertiveness

was conducted by a female staff
and two doctoral
the outline

All three treatment grouos

training.

explained,

level psychology students.

(See Appendix H for

plus systematic desensitization.

As previously

this group received the basic four session assert iveness
package.

assertiveness

systematic

Training for these sessions

member of the USUcounseling center,

Subjects assigned to this treatment group were

broken up into two grou ps of six each.

sessions

tot aling eight hours

of the content of these sessions.)

Assertiveness

training

Group II

relaxation ) , and Group III

received the following four, two-hour sessions,
of instruction

training,

totaling

these subjects

In conjunction with the basic
received eight 45-minute

six hours of instruction

desensitization.

(For an outline

in a procedure called
of this procedure see

Appendix I.)
Assertiveness
rreviously

Group I

training

plus cue-controlled

relaxation.

As

mentioned, this group received the basic four sessions

of assertiveness

training.

Also, as were Group I subjects,

were divided into two groups of six subjects

each.

they

In conjunction
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with the basic assertiveness

training,

received eight 45-minute sessions,

the subjects of this group

totaling

six hours of instruction,

in a procedure called conditioned or cue-controlled
procedure is outlined

relaxation.

in Appendix J.)

Assert iv eness training

extended.

As previous ly mentioned, this

group received the basic four sessions of assertiveness
However, this group was also provided six additional
in assertiveness
training,

skills.

hours of training

they were not pr ovide d any new or different
skills.

in the basic four sessions of assertiveness
vision was provided by two doctoral

information

They did, however, receive

exposure to many of the exercises

and techniques provided
training.

level students

with the goal of developing proper assertive
role playing,

training.

Although this group was provided additional

about developing assertiveness
additional

(This

Direct super-

in psychology,

behavior through modeling,

and shaping procedures.

Summaryof Data to be Collected
The data to be collected

from the above instruments consisted

of

the following:
Rathus assertiveness
a pre - and post-basis

scale.

Each subject was administered on

the (RAS) and received an individual

within the range of Oto 200, depending on the individual's
assertiveness.

Gain scores derived from pre- and posttest

score
self reported
scores were

computed and these scores were used to test hypotheses number 2 and 4
(referenced

above).
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Behavioral performance test.
and post -behavioral

performance tests.

separate performance variables:
of eye contact,

Each subject was administered pre-

(3) assertive

Each received ratings of four

(1) assertive
effect,

content,

and (4) overall

Gain scores derived from pre- and posttest

ratings

(2) percent
assertiveness.

were computed and

these scores were used to test hypotheses number 3 and 4 (referenced
above).
Statistical

Design

In order to test the three proposed hypotheses, the follovling
statistical

analysis were used:

In order to t est hypotheses (1) pre -post change scores on the
(CSES) were computed for each individual
using one way analysis
for significance

and pla nned comparisons

of variance techniques were computed to test

among the treatment groups, and between each treat-

ment group and th e control group.
In order to test hypotheses (2), pre-post change scores on the
(RAS) were computed for each individual
using one way analysis
for s ignificance

and planned comparisons

of variance techniques were computed to test

among the treatment groups, and between the combined

tre atment groups and the control group.
In order to test hypotheses (3), pre-post chanqe scores on the
four Behavioral Performance Test variables,
of eye contact,

verbal affect,

and overall

verbal content,
assertiveness,

percent
were computed
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for each individual.
way analysis

1vith this data rlanned comparisons, using one

of variance techniques,

were computed to test for signi-

ficance among the treatment groups, and between the treatment groups
and the control group.
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CHAPTER
IV
RESULTS
The outcome analysis reported

here will be treated

in the same

sequence as presented in hypotheses form in Chapter III.
comparisons using analysis
the hypotheses that

Planned

of variance techniques were used to test

there is no difference

in the mean change scores

among the three treatment groups and between the combined treatment
groups and the control group on (I) College Self Expression Scale
(hypotheses one), (II) Rathus Assertiveness
and (III)

Scale (hypotheses two),

the four Behavioral Performance Test variables:

content,

percent of eye contact,

(hypotheses three).
following:

verbal affect

and overall

The three treatment groups consist

Group I, cue-controlled

relaxation

training;

group II, systematic desensitization

training;

group III,

assertiveness

training

ratings

assertiveness

of the

plus assertiveness
plus assertiveness

extended.

group, group IV, was a delayed treatment control.
of the above outcome data interrater

verbal

reliability

The control

Following presentation
correlations

on the four Behavioral Performance variables

for

will be provided.

College Self Expression Scale comparisons
Change scores between pre and post test administrations

of the

College Self Express ion Scale, were compared using planned compariso n
techniques.

F values were computed for "among treatment groups"

(groups I, II and III) and "between the combined treatment groups and
the control group".
treatment groups.

There was no significant

difference

However, the combined treatment

among
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groups obtained significantly
control group.

higher change scores than did the

See Table 1 for summarization of above analysis.
Table 1

Planned Comparisons Using Analysis of Variance Techniques
for the College Self Expression Scale
Mean squares

df

Source of variation
Amongtreatment groups

2

766. 17

Treatment groups
vs. control

6305.34

Error

F-value
1. 68

13.8*

457.26

39

Mean change scores
Groups

Cue-controlled

Systematic

Assertiveness

Delayed

Relaxation

Desensitization

Extended

Control

42.27

4.50

32. 10

25.73
*Significant

beyond the .01 level.

Rathus Assertiveness

Scale comparisons

Change scores between pre and post test administrations
Rathus Assertiveness
techniques.

of the

Scale, were compared using planned comparison

F va 1ues were computed for "among treatment groups"

and for "between combined treatment groups and the control group".
There was no significant

difference

among treatment groups.

combined treatment groups, did however, obtain significantly
change scores than did the control group.
summarization of above analysis.

The
higher

See Table 2 below for
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Tab1e 2
Planned Comparisons Using Analysis of Variance Techniques
for the Rathus Assertiveness
df

Source of variation

Scale
Mean squares

F-value

Amongtreatment groups

2

297.30

0.95

Treatment groups
vs. control

1

6127.94

19.58*

39

313.02

Error

Mean change scores
Groups

Cue-controlled

Systematic

Assertiveness

Delayed

Relaxation

Desensitization

Extended

Control

(n=ll)

( n=11)

( n=11)

(n=lO)

27.82

32.27

38. 18

4.50

*Significant

beyond the .01 level.

Comparisons of Behavioral Performance Test variables
Change scores between pre and post ratings
Performance Test variables,
verbal affect

and overall

comparison techniques.

verbal content,
assertiveness,

F

of the four Behavioral

percent of eye contact,

were compared using planned

values were then computed for "among

treatment groups" and for "between combined treatment groups and the
control group", on each of the four variables.
On three of the four behavioral performance variables
content,

verbal affect

and overall

assertiveness)

(verbal

no significant
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difference

existed among the treatment groups.

percent of eye contact variable
among the treat ment groups.

However, on the

there was a si gnificant

Si gnificance

difference

was beyond the .01 le vel .

Analysis of between combined treat ment groups and the control groups
obtained significantly

higher change scores than did the control group.

Again, the level of significance

was beyond the .01 level.

See

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 for summarization of the above analysis.
In order to further

i dentify 1•1here the differences

existed

among the four groups on the behavioral performance variable,
of

eye

contact,

a Scheffe test s for comparison cf groups with unequal

n's was computed.
fic ant difference

percent

Results of th e Scheffe tests
existed

showed tha t no signi-

between the control group and the cue-

contro ll ed r ela xation group.

However, si gnif ic ant differences

exist between the control group and the syste matic desensitizati

did
cn

group , as well as the control group and t he assert iv eness ext ended
group, with these two groups havin g s i gnific ar tly hi gher change scores
th an the control group.

It was also shown that a signific ant difference

existed between the cue-controlled

rela xation group and the systematic

desensitization

group, with the l atter

obtaining

change scores.

See Table 4 mean change scores.

signific ant ly higher
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Table 3
Planned Comparisons Using Analysis of Variance Techniques
for Variable I (Verbal Content) of the
Behavioral Performance Test
Source of variation

df

Amongtreatment groups

2

Treatment groups
vs. control

Mean squares
. 06

7.68

Error

39

F-value
.34

22.29*

.35

Mean change scores
Groups

Cue-controlled

Systematic

Assertiveness

Delayed

Relaxation

Desensitization

Extended

Control

1. 22

1. 32

1. 18

. 24

*Significant

beyond the .01 level.
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Table 4
Planned Comparisons Using Analysis of Variance Techniques
for Variable II (Percent of Eye Contact)
of the Behavioral Performance Test
Source of variation

df

Amongtreatment groups

2

Treatment groups
vs. control
39

Error

Mean squares

F-value

863.71

4.88*

2056.93

11.61*

177.18

Mean change scores
Groups

Cue-controlled

Systematic

Assertiveness

Delayed

Relaxation

Desensitization

Extended

Control

( n=11)

( n=11)

(n=ll)

(n=lO)

1o.25

27. 77

*Significant

beyond the .01 level.

21.30

3.40
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Table 5
Planned Comparisons Using Analysis of Variance Techniques
for Variable III (Verbal Affect) of the
Behavioral Performance Test
Source of variation

df

Mean squares

F-value
.04

Amongtreatment groups

2

. 01

Treatment groups
vs. control

1

7.53

39

.37

Error

20.37*

Mean change scores
Groups

Cue-controlled

*Significant

Systematic

Assertiveness

Delayed

Relaxation

Desens it i za ti on

Extended

Control

( n=11)

( n=11)

( n=11)

(n=lO)

1. 24

1. 21

1. 28

.25

beyond the .01 level.
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Table 6
Planned Comparisons Using Analysis of Variance Techniques
for Variable

IV (Overall Assertiveness)

of the

Behavioral Performance Test
df

Source of variation
Amongtreatment groups

2

Treatment groups
vs. control

Mean squares

F-value

. 13

.29

9.08
.44

39

Error

20.48*

Mean change scores
Groups

Systematic

Cue-controlled
Relaxation

*Significant

Assertiveness

Delayed

Extended

Control
(n=lO)

Desensiti zat ion

( n=11)

(n=ll)

( n=11)

1. 40

1. 31

1. 50

. 31

beyond the .01 level.

Int errat er reliability
Interrater

reliability

checks were made by randomly selecting

scenes throughout the pre- and post - test observ ations and computing
(r) for each of the four behavioral performance variables.
selected

scenes used for computing (r) totaled

scenes rated.

20% of the total

(r) for each of the four behavioral performance

var i ables were as follows:
contact,

Randomly

.97; verbal affect,

verbal content,

.90; percent of eye

.83; overall assertiveness,

.87.
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CHAPTER
V
DISCUSSION
The findin gs of this study will be presented within the followin g
structure

and discussed with respect to these major areas of concern:

(l) results

of outco ~e analysis,

and implications

the study, (3) reco mm
endations for further
Results and Implications

of combining cue-controlled

modeling, etc.)

not incorporated

research.

of this study was to assess the efficacy
rela xation or sys te ~at ic desensitization

procedures with the more typical

Characteristically,

shapin g procedures (i.e.

behavioral

in the treat ~ent of unassertive

such direct
into assertive

behaviors.

approaches to anxiety managemen
t are
trainin g orograms.

Yet there has

been considera ble evidence (Orenstein et al.,

1975; Gay et al.,

Hollandsworth, 1976) suggesting that anxiety,

particularly

interpersonal

nature,

of

of Analysis

One of the objectives

rehearsal,

(2) li~itations

is a characteristic

1975;

of an

observed with high frequency

among the unassertive.
A su~marization

of the research findings

(l) comparisons among treatment groups failed
on subjective

Test variables

Scale),

to reveal any differences

and three of four Behavioral Performance

(verbal content,

(2) The observed differences

the following:

(the College Self Expression Scale,

report variables

Rathus Assertiveness

indicated

verbal affect,

and overall

assertiveness).

that existed among the treatment groups
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on the performance variable

(percent of eye contact),

identified

use of Scheffe Tests for comparison of groups with unequal n's,
that a difference

existed between Group I (cue-controlled

and Group II (syste~atic
significantly

desensitization)

higher change scores.

with the latter

by
showed

relaxation)
obtaining

(3) Comparison of treatment

grou~s versus the control group , showed that the treat ment groups
were in all cases observed to have sipnificantly
on all variables,
contact),

hi gher change sccres

except the perfor mance variable

(percent of eye

in which case, Group I (cue-controlled

failed to obtain significantly
The failure

relaxation)

alone

higher change scores.

of Group I (cue-controlled

relaxation)

post-change scores equal to those of Group II (syste~atic

to obtain predesensiti-

zation) on eye contact tends to suggest a weakness in that approach.
The exte nt of this weakness is also evident in the research results
ir the chan0e scores obtained by

showino no signif ic ant differences
Group I (cue-controlled
no training

in assertion

An explanation

relaxation)

and the Control Group, in which

was provided.

of this finding is not readily

when the other behavioral perfor mance variables
ness.

Possible explanations

showed no such weak-

are presented which the author feels

may have influenced thi s finding.
as highly important in assertive
behavior.

obviou s, particularly

Eye contact,
expression,

although ofter cited

is a rather specific

Mannerisms, such as poor eye contact,

may have initiall

y
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developed and persisted
once maintained

hecause of interpersonal

by habit strength

anxiety.

Hov1ever,

it seems unlikely that di minished

anxiety alone would promote change.

Therefore,

although anxiety

levels may have diminished, mannerisms would likely persist
sufficient

emphasis was placed there to break down habits no lon ger

maintained by anxiety.
direct

unless

The cue-controlled

relaxation

group had less

exposure to shaping procedures emphasizing good eye contact,

as was provided Group III (assertiveness

extended).

exposure obtained by Group II (syste~atic

the specific
where subjects

desersitization),

included imagery screens 1vhich hi ghl i ghtec good eye

contact in their

hierarchies

for desensitization.

to shaping procedures or specific

The li mited exposure

emphasis on appropriate

mi ght possibly account for Group I's (cue-controlled
failure

They also lacked

eye contact

relaxation)

to obtain higher change scores on this variable.

Despite perplexities
(cue-controlled

relaxation)

presented by low level gains made by Group I
on the performance variable

contact,

the re mainin g data seems more consistent.

indicate

(1) that

or inferior

percent of eye

In brief,

they

r.o one treat mert aprroach can be considered superior

to the other in its effectiveness

at increasin g assertive

behavior, and (2) that all treat mert groups are indeed superior
abi 1ity to increase assertiveness

in

than was eviderced vtith the control

group.
In general then, this study has shown that a program consisting
of eight instruction

hours of overt shaping procedures (i.e.

behavioral
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rehearsal,

modeling, etc. ), plus six instruction

manager~ent techniques (i.e.
relaxation)

syste~atic

is e~ually as efficiert

hours of anxiety

desens itization,

as fourteen hours of instruction

implementing overt shaping proce sures alone.

This indicates

three approaches can be considered equally effective,
questionable

cue-controlled

in regards to the cue-controlled

versus the systematic desensitization

that the

although it is

relaxation

group

group in the coase of eye contact

behavior.
It should be noted that there were no sianificant

differences

found between combined shaping plus anxiety management procedures
and shaping procedures alone on any of the dependent variables .
In actuality,

these findings may lend support to the efficacy of the

combined approach, especially
approach would offer.
the trainee

special

the advantages this

Whenusing the combined approach it would mean

is taught to develop two skills

the combined skills
new assertive

when considering

instead of one.

Although

tend to complement each other in the learning of

response patterns,

treatment berefits

anxiety management techniques have

of their

own. These are evidenced by

the freo.uency of anxiety management techniques in the treatment of
phobias, tersion
Earlier,
theoretical
first

headaches, hypertension,

insomnia, etc.

this author reviewed li terature
positions

purporting

of these \•1asreferred

which preserted

to account for unassertiveness.

to as the "performance deficit"

emphasizes that unassertiveness

t½o

is the result

and

of bui lt-u p anxiety

The
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within the individual

serving to inhibit

and thus blocking assertive
the "learning deficit"

expression.

interpersonal

responsiveness

The second, referred

emphasizes that unassertiveness

to as

is the result

of never having learned relevant verba l and nonverbal responses
considered necessary in assertive
would have direct

behavior.

The results

of this study

relevancy for these t wo competing theories

provide d

the foll01,!ing assu mpt ions v1ere accertecf: (l) that a "performance
deficit''

theory of unassertiveness

by a treatment regimer stressing
ancl systerratic

training

and a "learnin g deficit"
impacted by a

The results
theoretical

hehavioral

of this study would neither

pos ition.

of the Study

Since the sample population was drawn from volunteers,

l.
results

relaxation

"shaping procedures" (i.e.

modeling, etc.).

Limitations

"anxiety management" (i.e.

would be more positively

treatment regimen stressing

support nor refute either

impacted

desensitization);

theory of unassertiveness

rehearsal,

would be more positively

of this study can only be generalized

the

to a li ke ropul ation

of volunteers.
2.

All subjects were obtained from within the Logan, ~tah, are2,

thus representing

a geographic area li mitation

the genera lizabilit

y of the results

and again reducing

to the general population.

Also,

there was no attempt to control for age or sex, other than random
sampli ng.
3.

Situational

testing

(role rlaying),

although having many
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advantages in terms of control and reliability
artificial.

Therefore,

the individual
assertive

of assessment,

is itself,

it may not give an accurate indication

would behave in a natural

situation.

cf how

Appropriate
may or ~ay not 9eneralize

behaviors being shaped during trainina

Also, Spencer (1978) v ould

to everyday use in the natural environment.

1

argue that the type of role playing conducted as part of the behavior
performance test failed

to control for internal

attempt to monitor the subjects
4.

(College Self-Expression

Scale) as me2sures of assessing

are only as accurate as the individual's

self-perception

and to the degree that the person is willing
honestly.

Often, such self report

tr eatment exposure tau ght appropriate

report inventories.

5.

are subject to res ponses

assertive

attitudes,

desirable)

feelin gs ,

These same elements are assessed by the self
Such exposures (i ~proved knowledge of assertiveness)
chan9es on these scales,

if the subject \'!anted to arrear

The use cf loosely structurec

amount of assigned practice
validity,

are accurate,

favor able li 9ht, socially

could possibly account for pre-posttest
particularly

change

to express thewselves

inventories

detenriined by a general "set" (i.e.,

and overt behaviors.

since no

role adapt ation was made.

The use of self report inventories

Scale, Rathus Assertiveness

validity,

as a "good student."

self report in assessing

completed by subjects,

and is considered a limitation

the

has questionable

of this study.
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Recommendations for Further Research
It is recommendedthat:
l.

Future research in the area of assertiveness

conducted with populations
of university

students.

vation of rather
subjects

considered clinical,

trainina

rather than populations

This recommendation was stimulated

impressive assertion

be

by obser-

gains by a nu~ber of near clinical

in what seemed to be a response to the anxiety management

approach.
2.

Research efforts

of differing

be directed

treatment approaches upon personality

then aid in the selection

of treat ments likely

i mprovement on an individual
3.

toward assessing

Efforts

be directed

types.

ervironment)

basis.
toward the development of assessment

of classroo m l earneci skills

of assertiveness

assessment of assertiveness
tiveness

would be more likely

This may

to provide grea test

procedures which will provide both valid and reliable
genera liz at ion (transfer

the affects

skills.
skill

means of evaluating
into the natural

Once we have available

9eneralization,

to build into their

and program aspects which improve generalization

valid

trainers

of asser-

training

procedure

of assertive

behavior.
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APPENDIXA
Rathus Assertiveness
Directions:
following

Indicate
statements

Scale

how characteristic

or descriptive

each of the

is of you by usin g the code given below.

+3 very characteristic
of me, extremely descriptive
+2 rather characteristic
of me, quite descriptive
+l somewhat characteristic
of me, slightly descriptive
-1 somewhat uncharacteristic
of me, slightly nondescriptiv
-2 rather uncharacteristic
of me, quite nondescriptive
-3 very uncharacteristic
of me, extremely nondescriptiv e
1.

~lost people seem to be more aggressive

and assertive

e

than

I am.
2.

I have hesitated

3.

When the food served at a restaurant
satisfaction

4.

I am careful

to make or accept dates because of "sh yness ."

, I complain about it to th e waiter
t o avoid hurting

even when I fee l that
5.

is not done to my

other people's

feelings,

I have been injured.

If a salesma n has gone to considerable
merchandise

or waitress.

which 1s not quite

trouble

suitab le,

to show me

I have a difficult

time in sayi ng ''no.''
6.

When I am asked to do something,

7.

There are times when I look f or a good, vigorous

8.

I strive

9.

To be honest,

10.

I insist

upon knowing why.
argument .

to get ahead as well as most peopl e in my position .
people often take advantage of me.

I enjoy starting

conversations

with new acquaintances

and strangers.
11.

I often don't
the opposite

know what to say to attractive
sex .

persons of
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12.

I will hesi tate
lishments

13 .

to make phone calls

to business

es tab-

and institutions.

I would rather
by writing

apply for a job or for admission to a college

l etters

than by going thr ough with personal

interviews .
14 .

I find it embarrassing

15.

If a close and respected
smother my feelings

to return merchandise .
relative

rather

were annoying me, I would

than express my annoyance.

16.

I have avoided asking questions

for fear of soundi ng stupid .

17 .

During an argument I am sometimes afraid

th at I will get

so upset that I will shake all over.
18.

If a famed and respected

lecturer

makes a statement

which

I think is incorrec t, I will have the audience hear my
point of view as well.
19.

I avoid arguing over prices

20.

When I have done something important

with clerks

and salesmen .

or worthwhile , I

manage to let others know about it.
21.

I am open and frank about my feelin gs .

22.

If someone has been spreading

false

and bad stories

me, I see him (her) as soon as possible

about

to "have a talk"

about it .
23.

I often have a hard ti me saying "No."

24.

I tend to bottle

25.

I complain about poor service

in a restaurant

26.

When I am given a complim ent,

I sometimes just don't know

what to say .

up my emotions r ath er than make a scene.
and elsewhere .
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27.

If a couple near me in a theatre
conversing

rather

loudly,

were

I would ask them to be quiet

or to take the ir conversation
28.

or at a lecture

elsewhere.

Anyone at t empting to push ahead of me in a line is in for
a good battle.

29.

I am quick to express an opinion .

30.

There are times when I just

can't

say anything.
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APPENDIXB
The College Self-Expr ess ion Scal e
The following inventory is des igned to provide infonnation about
th e way in which you express yourself.
Ple ase answer the questions
by providing t he appropriate number from 0- 4 (Almost Always or
Always, O; Usually, l; Sometimes, 2; Seldom, 3; Never or Rarely, 4)
in the space provided.
Your answer should r ef l ec t how you genera lly
eAl)ress yourself in the situation.
1.

Do you ignore it when someone pushes in front of you in lin e?

2.

When you decide th at you no lon ger wish to dat e someone, do
you have marked difficulty

tellin g th e person of your

decision?
3.

Would you exchange a purchase you discover

to be faul ty ?

4.

If you decided to change your major to a field

which your

parents

wil l not approve , would you have difficulty

telling

th em?

5.

Are you inclined

6.

If you were s t udying and if your roorrnnate were making too
much noise,

to be over-apologetic?

would you ask him to stop?

7.

Is it difficult

for you to compliment and praise

8.

If you are angry at your parents,

9.

Do you insist

can you tell

th at your roonnnat e does his fair

others?
th em?
share of

the cleaning?
10.

If you find yourself

becoming fond of someone you are dating,

would you have difficulty
person?

expressing

th ese feelings

to that
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11.

If

forgotten
12 .

who has borrowed $5. 00 from you seems to have

a friend

about it,

would you remind this

Are you overly careful

to avoid hurting

person?
other people's

feelings?
13.

If

you have a close friend

constantly

criticize,

you disagree
14.

whom your parents

dislike

would you inform your parents

with them and tell

Do you find it difficult

and
that

them of your friend's

to ask a friend

assets?

to do a favor for

you?
15.

If

food which 1s not to your satisfaction

restaurant,
16.

would you complain about it to the waiter?

If your roommate , without

your permission,

he knows you have been saving,
displeasure
17.

If

to him?

some merchandise

which 1s not quite

trouble
suitable,

Do you keep your op1n1ons to yourself?

19.

If

return
20.

to shO\v'you
do you have

in saying no?

18.

friends

eats food that

can you express your

a salesman has gone to considerable

difficulty

is served in a

visit

when you want to study,

at a more convenient

Are you able to express

do you ask them to

time?

love and affection

to people for

whom you care?
21.

If

you were in a small seminar and the professor

statement

that you considered

untrue,

made a

would you question

it?
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22.

If

a person of the opposite

sex whomyou have been

wanting to meet smiles or directs
party,

attention

would you take the initiative

to you at a

in beginning a

conversation?
23.

If

someone you respect

strongly

disagree,

expresses

opinions with which you

would you venture

to state

your own

point of view?
24.

Do you go out of your way to avoid trouble

25.

If

tell
26.

a friend

is wearing a new outfit

If after

leaving a store you realize
do you go back

the correct

amount?

to be an unreasonable

are you able to refuse?

If a close and respected
you hide your feelings

29.

do you

that you have been

&requ est

If a friend makes what you consider
request,

28.

which you like,

that person so?

"short-changed,"
27.

with other people?

If your parents

relative
rather

were annoying you, would

than express your annoyance?

want you to come home for a weekend but

you have made important plans,

would you tell

them of

your preference?
30.

Do you express anger or annoyance toward the opposite

sex

when it is justified?
31.

If a friend

does an errand for you, do you tell

how much you appreciate
32.

that person

it?

When a person is blatantly

unfair,

do you fail

to say

something about it to him?
33.

Do you avoid social
wrong thing?

contacts

for fear of doing or saying the
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34.

If a friend

betrays

your confidence,

would you hesitate

to express annoyance to that person?
35.

When a clerk
after

36.

in a store waits on someone who has come in

you, do you call

If you are particularly
can you express this

37.

his attention

to the matter?

happy about someone's good fortune,
to that person?

Would you be hesitant

about asking a good friend to lend

you a few dollars?
38.

If a person teases

you to the point that it is no longer

fun, do you have difficulty
39 .

If you arrive

late

for a meeting,

than go to a front
a fair
40.

expressing

your displeasure?

would you rather

stand

seat which could only be secured with

degree of conspicuousness?

If your date calls

on Saturday night 15 minutes before you

are supposed to meet and says that she (he) has to study
for an important

exam and cannot make it,

would you express

your annoyance?
41.

If someone keeps kicking the back of your chair rn a movie,
would you ask him to stop?

42.

If someone interrupts
conversation,

you in the middle of an importan t

do you request

that the person wait until

you have finished?
43.

Do you freely

volunteer

information

or opinions in class

discussions?
44.

Are you reluctant
of th e opposite

to speak to an attractive
sex?

acquaintance
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45.

If you lived in an apartment and the landlord
make certain

necessary

would you insist
46.

If your parents
feel

repairs

after

on it?
want you home by a certain

or negotiate

Do you find it difficult

48.

If a friend unjustifiably

do you attempt to

to stand up for your rights?
criticizes

you, do you express

there and then?

49.

Do you express your feelings

to others?

50.

Do you avoid asking questions

in class

self-conscious?

time which you

this with them?

47.

your resentment

to

promising to do so,

is much too early and unreasonable,

discuss

failed

for fear of feeling
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APPENDIX C

Scene Narrations
I-1

Mooching Scene:

Narr .:

Picture yourself ju st getting out of class on any weekday
morning. I-Imm. You're a little
hungry so you get a candy
bar and milk from the machines . Whil e you're eatin g you see
your mooching friend (same sex) corning over again. The
one who al r eady owes you about five dollars from borrowing
"just a dime" or "ju st fifty cents".
Although you have
enough money including change in your pocket, you're very
tired of lending him money. Oh, her e he comes now.

Moocher:

I-Ii, how are you doing?

Moocher:

Hey, I don't have any money and I'm hungry. How about lo ani ng
me 40¢ so I can get a snack from the machine.

/\loocher :

I ' 11 pay you back .

Moocher:

What are friends
in you.

Moocher:

You don't

Moocher:

I'd l end it to you if you as ked me.

)~ocher :

A l ousy 40¢, that' s all -- how about a quarter

Moocher:

You'r e r eally
way?

Moocher :

See ya around .

*Galassi,

J.

P.

trust

for -- Gee -- I sure am disappointed
me

th at 's great .

a cheap sort of guy .

&Galassi,

th en .

How can you be that

M. D.

*All scene narrations
(Appendix D) as well as all rating instructions
for verbal content (Appendix E) have been develop ed by Galassi, J . P.
&Galassi , M. D. and used here without deviation.
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Studying Scene

II-1

Narr. :

It's in the evening . About half an hour ago you were
sitting at your desk in your room trying to study for an
important exam tomorrow when one of your friends (same sex)
dropped by to visit.
Now, a half hour later she is still
firmly entrench ed in your room and although she knows you
have an important exam to study for she doesn't seem at
all anxious to go . In fact, she has been talking and
laughing and playing music for so long that it's beginning
to look as if she may never l eave . Now you're beginning to
fe el somewhat panicked.
You feel you must get back to your
studyin g but your friend is making no move to leave.
Well,
ther e's only one thing to do! If you want to get her to
leave, you ' 11 have to tell her to go. Ah! There's a lull
in the conversation -- thi s is your chance.
(Both are seated)
(DON'T SPEAKUNTILSTUDENT
INITIATESA LINE)

Friend : Ah!

Come on, you don't have to study all night.

Friend:

You always do wel l.

Friend:

I ju st want to listen

Friend :

You've studied

Friend :

If you're not careful you'll overstudy and get all tensed
up and blow it . You really need to relax.

Friend:

How about just going down to the Lair with me for a few
minutes then?

Friend:

Oh, well if you want to be that way -- study -- see ya
tomorrow . Well, anyway good luck on the exam.

II-2
Narr. :

There's

plenty

of time to s tud y later.

to this one albwn .

enough!

Parents Want to Visit

This Weekend

You just received a not e from your parents saying th ey are
planning to visit you thi s weekend. You have already made
plans to go with a friend to his home in Pennsylvania . All
the plans are made and you arc really lookin g forward to
the weekend. You call your house to t el 1 your parents
of your previous plans for th e weekend. Your mother answer s
the phone and you have just said hello to her.
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Mother:

Oh, hi ---,a--~
you this weekend.

Mother:

Well, we have been thinking
made all the arrangements.

Mother:

We're not sending you to college
Pennsylvania every weekend.

Mother:

Your father won't be too pleased if you're not there when
we come. He's even taking a day off from work.

Mother:

I'm terribly disappointed in you. You should be happy that
we're so interested
in you that we come to visit you.

Mother:

We expect to see you Friday.

Mother:

Bye now.

II-3

We're really

looking forward to seeing

about this

for awhile and have

to go running off to

Need a Friend to go to the CJeaners Scene

Narr.:

It's 4:30 and you have a very important dinner engagement.
You have just enough time to get showered and dressed and
get to where you're going when you suddenly remember that the
dress/suit
you have planned to wear toni ght is at the cleaners.
You have absolutely nothing else that is appropriate for th e
occasion.
You do not have time to go to the cleaners which
is a 15 minute walk away and also get ready. You r ealize
that you will have to ask someone to run this erran<l for
you. Here comes your friend (same sex) _____
now.

Friend:

I-Ii

Friend:

I'm kind of busy myself.

Friend:

You must have something else to ,vear.

Friend:

You're so clothes

Friend:

Why don't you look through your closet
you'll find something.

Friend :

That should only t ake me half an hour at the most.
the slip for it? I'll be back soon .

How are you doing?

.....

Fine .....

Why don't you ask someone else?

conscious all of a sudden!
again .

I'm sure
Where's
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Friend:

I had to go through drop and add for myself yesterday
it took about a half hour. That ' s too much time.

Friend:

(Sarcastically)
First I have to get your advisor's signature
and then go to the Registrar's
Office.
Sure there isn't
anything else that you want me to do?

Friend:

You could have taken care of it instead

Friend:

All right, I'll do it but I expect the same in return .
Vfuo's your advisor anyway?

I-4

and

of eating lunch.

Change Your Grade Scene

Narr . : 1

You've taken an objective final exam - 50 multiple choice
items . You picked up the exam and see you've gotten a 78
on the test, a C for the course.
However, you noticed that
two answers that Dr. Crego has marked wrong on your exam
are marked correctly on your friend's
exam. If you get
these two marked correctly,
you'd get an 82, a B inst ead
of a C for the course.
You decide to go speak to Dr. Crego,
your professor.
You are standing in fro nt of the door to
his office with your exam in your hand. You knock on
-the door.

Professor:

Yes.

Professor:

I marked these tests very carefully and double checked
them so it's doubtful I've made a mistake .

Professor:

You may have read your friend's

Profe s sor:

I don't make a habit of changing grades .

Professor:

(Take Exam) You're ri ght.
only four points.

Professor:

Well that grade has already been recorded with the
registrar,
so it's a little
difficult
to change it.

Professor:

O.K. I see your point . I ' ll write a letter to the registrar
and change your grade. Thank you for calling it to my
attention .

1

Corne 1n.

What 1s it

----

?

(Wait for problem).

exam incorrectly.

I have made a mistake but it's

Before narration begins, give student
Tell him it is a prop and will be explained

a blank sheet of paper .
in the scene description.
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Mother Wants You HomeScene

I-2

Narr.:

Your mother has just called you on the phone and tells you
that she wants you to come home this weekend since Aunt
Sally will be visiting
from out of town. You have already
made very important plans for the weekend which you are
not going to break. Your mother has just finished speaking
and is waiting for you to speak. This is your chance.
(DON'T SPEAKUNTILSTIJDENT
INITIATESA LI~c)

Parent:

I expect you to be here this weekend.

Parent:

There are plenty
events.

Parent:

Look, I pay a lot of the bills

Parent:

Your Aunt has done a lot of things for us, the least you
can do is be here.
She'll be terribly hurt if you're not
here.

Parent:

What shall

Parent:

I hope when I call tomorrow night you will have altered
plans.
Good night for now.

I-3
Narr.:

I say.

of other weekends for parties

My child

and social

and I want you home.

is too busy for us now.
your

Drop and Add Scene
It's lunch time and you have classes for the rest of the
afternoon, all of which require attendance.
You know your
friend (same sex) with whomyou are eating lunch is free
for the rest of the afternoon.
It is the last day to drop
and add courses.
Thus, you would like your friend to take
care of th e drop and add slip for you. You still need to
get your advisor's signature on the slip and he won't be
back in his office until after lunch and then you need the
slip taken to the registrar's
office.
You look at your
watch and see it is 10 to 1. You must leave for class in
a few minutes.
You must speak now.
(DON'T SAYANYTHING
UNTILSTIJDENT
INITIATESA LINE)

Friend:

Hey, sorry but I'm busy this afternoon.

Friend:

You can cut a few classes,

can't

you?
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II-4

Rescheduling Your Exam Scene

Narr. :

You had a conflict between tests in two classes on the
same day . One is from 2 to 4 and the other from 4 to 6.
The professor in one class has made special arrangements
with you to take the exam two days earlier.
However,
it's a week before th e exam and your professor, Dr.
Crego , mentions at the beginning of class that the special
arrang ement is off. You feel this is unfa ir of him to
change the arran gement now. You decide to go to his
office after class to tal k to him about this.
You knock
at his door. Dr. Crego replies.

Professor:

Corne in.

Professor:

I think it 1s best that everyone takes the exam at the
same ti me. I really do.

Professor :

When I said you could alter the sc hedule I was busy
th inking of oth er thin gs . You'll have t o do th e
best you can.

Professor :

Do you think it's
special case just

Professo r:

It's terribly
inconvenient for me to be around t1-:o days
before th e exam. I'm quit e busy.

Professor :

Well, how about th e day before the exam.
to manage it th en.

Professor:

O. K. See you then.

II-5

Narr. :

What is it

?

fair to th e others
for you?

for me t o make a

I might be able

Dating Scene
You've been datin g fo r two months and want to tell
how much you like her. You'r e sitting in a quiet
and are getting re ady to l et her know how you feel
her. There's a quiet moment, it's your chance to

her
lounge
about
speak.

(Female Confederate)
(DON'T SPEAKUNTILSTUDENT
INITIATESA LINE)
Friend:

Oh come on.

Fri end:

Oh, you don't

really

mean that.
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Friend:

Please,

you're

Friend:

Oh, I don't

Friend:

I didn't

Friend:

You really mean what you say.
I like you too.

fall

embarrassing

me.

for those kinds of lines.

expect you to say something like that.
Don't you?

You know,

NOTE! This scene is the same for both pre- and post-testing.
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APPENDIX D

Rating Instructions

for Assertive

Content

Mooching Scene:
You will score a total of seven possible statements.
These
will begin with the stud ent's response to the confederate ' s pi tch
of borrowing 40¢ and end with the student's response to the confederate's
statements about being a "cheap sort of guy ." (See
attached sheet .)
4.

3.

Unqualified

or direct

assertiveness

(Any statements in which
the student refuses to
lend money.)

a.

I don't want to lend you money.
I can 't lend you any more money.
I'm not going to lend you any money.
I'd rather not lend you any money.
Me, I don' t think so.

b.

Any of th e above plus a fact.
I don't want to lend you any plus:
You already owe me $5.
You haven't paid me back.
Nickles and dimes add up.
You always borrow money from me.
I would have/might have if you paid me back.
I 'm tired of lendin g you money .

Qualified
a.

assertiveness

Any of 4a above plus excuses.

(Has to at least say I won't
or I can't.)

I can't lend it to you . I don't have it.
I don't think I can lend it to you . I don't
(underline=
excuse)
b.

Factual

statements

without excuses.

have any change.

(As a declarative
statement.)

You already owe me five dollars .
You should pay me back.
You always borrow money.
I need my money.
**c.

After the quarter request, score the following as a 3.
No or I'm sorry if the student hasn't previously give n a
four response .
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2.

1.

Implied asse rti veness

(Implied that he can't l end you money, he
doesn't have any, or giv es excuses or
apolo gi es .)

a.

I don't have any change .
I would if I had it.
Why don't you try Joe.
I already spent my money.
You can have some of my food.
Howmuch money do you owe me ?
I spend all my money.

b.

Facts plus
You should
You already
ri ght now.
You already

Irrelevant

excuses are scor ed 2.
pay it back, I have a l ot of expenses .
owe me $5 . 00. Besides , I don't have any money
owe me money.

responses

Here, you can have some of my food.

or inc omplete response

(e .g ., Yes, but ... )

Score 1 if the response is unrelated to the entir e sequence or
th e confederate's
pr eceding comment, or if it is an incomplete
response .
0.

No response
Score O for the whole scene (regardless of scores previously
obtained) if student lends th e confederate any amount of money.

Once a student has made a 3 or 4 level response, the subsequent re sponses
should be maintained at that l evel unless he
(1) makes excuses in succ eedi ng respons es .
(2) makes an irreleva nt response .
(3) makes no response or gives in .
If the st udent attains a 3 or 4 lev el r esponse and then makes excuses
in the succeeding re sponse , drop t he l evel of the succ eeding respo nse
by one point, e . g ., a 4 becomes a 3,
a 3 becomes a 2.
Always refer to the s tud ent's hi ghest
Thus , a s tud ent makes a 4 re sponse.
an excuse . It should be scored a 3.
of one or more excuses . It remains a

r esponse and drop it from th ere .
His next respons e consists of
His next respon se also consis t s
3 also.
(You don't drop it t o 2. )

irrel evant r es ponse should always rec ei ve a score of 1.
re sponse is always 0.

An

Never drop a response below a two unless
or non-existent.

it is either

No

irr elevan t
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Score the Following Examples

SCORE

A.
Don't you owe me some money already?
Look, I'm tired of lending you money.
You never pay me back.
I would tru st you if you would pay me back.
No, but you can have some of my food .
You should pay me back.
I ' m sorry you feel that way but I ' m not going to lend
you any money.

20 TOTAL

B.
4
3

4
3

2
0

Not today.
I don't have any on me.
Sorry.
Look, I have a lot of bills to pay .
I never ask you .
O.K. - here's the quarter but be sure to pay it back.

0 TOTAL

C.
I don't know.
Well, you haven't paid me back yet .
They are not for lending money all the time.
I'm afraid that's the way it is.
But I didn't ask you.
Not 40¢, not a quarter, not a penny.
I need my money.
22 TOTAL
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Rating Instructions
for Assertive Content
in the Mother Wants You HomeScene
You will score a total of six possible statements . These will
begin with the student's opening statement and end with the
student's response to the confederate's
s t atement "my child is too
busy for us now. ''
4.

3.

2.

Unqualified

or direct

assertiveness

(Any statement in which the
student says he is not
coming home. )

coming home this ,veekend.
be t here .
be home.
come home.

a.

I'm not
I won't
I won't
I can't

b.

Any of the above plus any of the following facts:
I have a big party/special
weekend.
I have already made plans for the weekend.
I'm not going to break any plans .
I can see her another time .
If Aunt Sally had wanted to see me she should have
made plans with me.

Qualified

assertiveness

(Refuses rn a round about way.)

a.

Any of the above plus excuses or apologies.
e.g., I can ' t come home but I would like to be there.
I'm sorry I can't be there.
It's just lITlpossible .

b.

Any fact or facts .

c.

I don' t think I can make it.

Implied assertiveness
a.

(Never says I can't or won't or just
excuses or apologies.)

She'll understand .
Can't I come another time?
I can come home next weekend .
I have a lot of studying to do .
I have to be here.
Aunt Sally bugs me anyway.
You should be called earlier .
I can ' t break them.

b.

Fact pl us excuses .

c.

Questions are excuses .

apologies

gives
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1.

Irrelevant

or incomplete response

Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the entire sequence or the
confederate's
preceding comment, or if it is an incomplete response.
0.

No response

Score O for a response if the student
line .
0.

says nothing t o the confederate's

For the scene

Score O for the scene if the student
home.
**Scoring responses

agrees to change plans or comes

subsequent to a 3 or 4 response

The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that were
used in scoring previous scenes will be used here.
Score the Following Examples

SCORE
3
2
2
2
2
3

A.
I already have plans this weekend.
You should have told me earlier.
Can't I see her another time?
But I don't even like Aunt Sally.
I just don't think that it will be possible.
I don't know.

14 TOTAL

B.
2
2
3
3

.3
3

16 TOTAL

I already have plans for this weekend. I think next
weekend i.vould be a better time for me to come home.
Couldn't we make it next weekend?
But this weekend is special.
I know you do, but I already have other plans.
Well, I'm sorry about that .
That's all right.
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C.
Mom, I called to tell you I can't come home this weekend.
I have a lot of studying to do, exams and all .
I'm not coming home.
Well, maybe next weekend.
She will not, she could care less . She always argues
with me.
No, I'll be there, but not until Saturday night.

4
.)
4
3
3

0

0 TOTAL

Ratin g Instructions
for Assertive Content
in the Drop and Add Scene
You will score a total of six possible statements . These will
and end with his response
begin with the student's initiaistatement
to "you could have taken care of it instead of eating lunch . "

4.

3.

Unqualified

or direct

assertiveness

(Any statement in which the
student asks the f riend to
drop the cours e .)

a.

Would you take care of this drop and add slip for me?
I'd like you to do a favor for me and take care of dropping
a course .

b.

Any of the above plus the following facts:
You have classes all afternoon.
They require attendance.
Your friend has nothing to do.
Last day to drop and add .
You need your advisor's signature and he won't be back
until after lunch .
The slip has to be taken to the registrar's
office .
It's 10 of 1 . Class is in a few minutes.

Qualified

assertiveness

a.

4a or 4b plus excuses.

b.

I'd like you to do a favor for me (above).

c.

Do you think you might be able to drop a course for me?
I was wondering if you might drop a course for me.

**d.

If they begin with either would you do a favor for me or
I'd like you t o do a favor for me follm,:ed by 4a or 4b ,
score a 3. (wit h pause)
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2.

1.

Implied assertiveness

(Neverasks the person directly
the course . )

a.

Just facts

b.

3b plus excuses.

c.

Just excuses,
please) .

d.

Would you do a favor for me.
Do you think you might be able to do a favor for me?
I was wondering if you might run an errand for me?
You don't think you could do it?

Irrelevant

are scored 2 if not yet at a higher rating .

apologies,

or begging (e . g ., exaggerated

or incomplete response

Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the
confederate's
preceding comment, or if
or an irrelevant
question.
E.g., What
Well
0.

entire sequence or the
it is an incomplete response,
do you have to do?
.. ..

No response

Score O for a response if the student
line.
0.

to drop

says nothing to the confederate's

For th e scene

Score O for the scene if the student doesn't get the confederate
drop the course for him or if the student alters his plans .
**Scoring responses

to

subsequent to a 3 or 4 response

The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that Kere used
in scoring previous scenes will be used here.
In addition, excessive
begging (exaggerated please) will be dropped 1 from a previous 3 or
4 level.
Score the Following Examples

SCOPE
4
1
3

A.
Could you help me cut t his af t ernoon and drop a course
for me?
What do you have to do?
No, they all require attendance; and besides if I don't
attend , I won't do very well.
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I'm sure it won't take that much time today.
You could go and return this library book for me while
you ' re at it.
But, I need to eat lunch.

3

1
3

15 TOTAL

B.
Would you do a favor for me? I have classes all
afternoon and I need to drop a course and today 1s
the last day.
What should I do? Today is the last day, and I can't
cut class.
No.
Please just this one time .
No, that's all.
Please do it for me.

2

2
2
2
2
2

12 TOTAL

C.
I have to drop a course and today is the last day.
Would you do it for me? I can't cut my afternoon classe s .
No, they require attendance.
This is important to me.
No, just that.
That ' s true.

2
4
4
4
4
4

22 TOTAL

Rating Instructions
for Assertive Content
in the Change of Grade Scene
You will score a total of six possible statements.
These will
begin with the student ' s response to "what is it?" and end with the
student's response to" ... it's a little
difficult
to change it ."
4.

Unqualified

a.

or direct

assertiveness

I'd like you to check over
Would you check my exam?
Would you look at my exam,
in grading it.
Would you change th e grade
been a mistake in grading
Could you look at my exam?

(Any statement in which the
student asks the professor
to check over the exam or
change the grade.)

my exam.
I think th ere has been a mistake
on thi s exam since th ere has
it?

l 03

b.

3.

2.

1.

4a plus facts.
You got a 78 instead of an 82.
Two answers marked wrong on your paper have been
marked right on your friend's paper.
The 4 points would give you a B instead of a C for
the course.
I need the B or I need the four points.

Qualified

assertiveness

a.

I was wondering if you could check over my exam?
Do you think you might look at my exam?
Do you think you could change my grade?

b.

4a or 4b plus excuses,

c.

You made a mistake in grading my exmn or I think you made
a mistake in grading my exam. (without excuses)
I think you graded these incorrectly.
I ean1ed a Band I should (or ought to) get it.

Implied asse rtiveness

apologies,

begging.

(Never really asks professor to look at the
exam or to change the grade.)

a.

Is th ere any chance you might have made a mistake rn grading
my exam?
¼hat are the correct answers?

b.

Just facts , e . g ., I think ther e was a mistake in gr ading
my exam.
I think a couple of th ese were graded wrong.

c.

Ju s t excuses .

d.

3a or 3c plus excuses,

apologies,

begging .

Irrel evant or incomplete respon se

Score 1 if comment is unrelated to th e entire sequence or to th e
confederate's
preceding comment or if it is an incomplete resp onse or
an irrelev ant question.
0.

No response

Score O for a response if the student
0.

says nothing to the confederate.

For the scene

Score O for the scene if the student
points.

agrees to forget

about the four
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**Scoring responses

subsequent

to a 3 or 4 response

The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that were
used in scoring the previous scenes will be used here.
In addition,
excessive begging (exaggerated please) will be dropped 1 from a
previous 3 or 4 level.
Score the Following Examples
SCORE
3

3
3

2
2
4

A.
Dr. Crego, I'm sorry to bother you but I think there
has been a mistake made in scoring my test.
But two answers were marked wrong on mine but marked
right on my friend's exam.
No.
Don't you think it ' s only fair if I earned the points?
Don't you feel you have to change it?
Well, I'd like you to change it.

17 TOTAL

4
4
4
3
3

4

B.
Would you check over my exam? I believe you 've made
a mistake.
I'd like you to check it.
I doubt it.
The four points are important, I need to get a 3.3 to
keep my scholarship.
Please change it for me.
I'm sure you could change it.

22 TOTAL

2
3

4
4

4
3

20 TOTAL

C.
Do you think you might have made a mistake rn grading
my test?
Well, I think you did make a mistake.
No, would you check it over please?
I realize that.
Yes, but that's the difference between a C and a B.
I'm sorry to put you through an inconvenience but I
did earn those four points .
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Rating Instructions
for Assertive
in the Dating Scene

Content

You will score a total of six possible statements.
These will
begin with the student's
initialstatement
and end with th e response
to "I didn't expect you to say something like that."
4.

Unqualified

1.

(Any statement in which the
student says he lik es/loves
the confederate.)

I like you.
I love you.

b.

4a plus facts:
We've been dating for two months.
Any statements about the relationship

with the confederate.

4a plus 2c.

Qualified

assertiveness

a.

I want to tell you (how much) I like you .
I guess you know I like you. (no excuses)

b.

I think you 'r e great . (no excuses)
I think you 're a wonderful person.

c.

2.

assertiveness

a.

c.
3.

or direct

(no excuses)

(no excuses)

4a or 4b plus excuses, apologies, qualifications.
Don't get embarrassed but I like you .
I hope you don't think I'm childish , but I like you .
I've dated a lot of girls but ...
Well, if you don't believe me, I don't know. But
I like you.

Implied assertiveness

(Expresses feelings

a.

I enjoy being with you.
I had a wonderful time.
We always have a good tim e to gether.
I'm attracted
to you.

b.

3a or 3b plus excuses.

c.

Questions

Irrelevant

in an indirect

way.)

- Do you know how much I like you?

or incomplete response

Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the entire sequence or the
confederate's
preceding comment, or if it is an incomplete response,
or an irrelevant
question.

l 06

a.

How do you feel about me?
Do you like me?

b.

Just facts or excuses without any statements
person or the relationship.

about the

If a la response occurs with a 3 response, drop response 1 point.
If a lb response occurs with a 4 or 3 response, drop response 1 point.
0.

No response

Score 0 for the response
line.

o.

if the student

says nothing t o the confederate's

For the scene

Score 0 for the scene if the student
never gets a 2, 3, or 4 .
**Scoring responses

says nothing or if the student

subsequent to a 3 or 4 response

The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that were
used in sco ring previous scenes will be used here.
Score the Following Examples
SCORE

A.
Do you know how much I lik e you?
No, I mean it.
Yes I do.
You shouldn't feel embarr assed , that's how I feel.
Well, if that's the way you feel, I don't know.
Well, I mean it .

12 TOTAL

B.
2
2
2
3
4
3

16 TOTAL

I really enjoy being with you. The party was great!
Come on what.
Sure I do .
Why, because I want to tell you I like you.
Line ' s, I like you .
Then I won't say it anymore.
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C.
We've been dating for two months .
anyone that long.
Well, we've had 12 dates.
Sure I do.
Oh well.
Lines - what do you mean?
Oh, I give up. Take me home.

1
1
1
1
1
1

I' ve never dated

0 TOTAL
Rating Instructions
for Asser ti ve Content
in the Study Scene
You will score a total of seven possible statements by the
students . These will begin with the student's
opening line and end
with the student's
response to the following line by th e confederate-"How about just going down to the Lair with me for a few minutes
then?"
(See attached sheet)
Each studen t statement
4.

Unqualified

or direct

Score the following

3.

will

receive

assertiveness

statements

a score from Oto 4.
(Any statement which directly
tell s the person that he has
to leave.)

4:

a.

You'll have to go now; or you'll
you to leave .

b.

Any statement such as th e above plus any factual sta te ment.
You have to leave plus:
I have a(n) (difficult,
important, final) exam.
I have to study.
You've been here a long time.
or consult attached sheet.

c.

I'm sorry

Qualified

(figure

have to leave;

of speech) but you'll

or I want

have to go now.

assertiveness

a.

Any sta t ement which asks a person to leave in a round about
way. E.g., You coul d come back to morrow.
Why don't you come back t omorrow? (without excuses)
Couldn' t you come back tomorrow?
Please come back to morrow, I have to s tud y .

b.

Any s tat ement s which directly asks th e person to leave but
includes some apology or excuse .
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E.g.,

2.

You' 11 have to leave now, I'm going to study.
"I know it's really not polite but I'm afraid
it's necessary."
Would you please leave, if I don't study for this
exam "I'll probably get an Fin the course."
You'll have to leave.
"You wouldn't want me to
flunk this exam would you?"

Implied assertiveness

Statements which never really ask the person but which imply that he
should leave - but never says leave or go .

1.

a.

You know this is a really important test.
I sure have a lot of studying to do tonight.
\,fuy don't you visit Jane?
\,vhydon't you go to the movies?
Why don't you take the album to your room?
I don't mean to be unfri endly , but I have a lot of studying
to do.
It's been great talking to you . We should do this again
sometime.

b.

Just a fact.

c.

Just an excuse .

Irrelevant

responses

or incomplete response

(e.g . , Yes, but ... )

Score 1 if the response is unrelated to the entire
the confederate ' s proceeding comment.
E.g., Do you have a car?
What are you doing this weekend?
0.

No response

Score O for a response if the student
line.
0.

sequence or to

says nothing to the confederate

For the scene

Score O for the whole scene (regardless
have r eceived) if:

of scores the student might

a.

Student says nothin g for entire

scene, or

b.

Student gives in and allows confederate to remain in room
or leaves the room himself and goes to the Lai r with
confederate.

l ')0

Once a stude nt has made a 3 or 4 level response, the subsequent
responses should be scored on their level unless he :
(1) makes excuses in succeeding responses.
(2) makes an irrelevant
response.
(3) makes no respons e or gives in.
If the student attains a 3 or 4 level response and then makes
excuses in the succeeding response, drop the lev el of the succeeding
response by one point - e.g ., a 4 becomes a 3,
a 3 becomes a 2.
Always refer back to the student's highest response and drop it
from there . Thus, a student makes a 4 response.
His next response
consists of an excuse.
It should be scored a 3 . His next response
(You
also consists of one or more excuses . It remains a 3 also.
don' t drop it to a 2.)
irrelevant
1s always 0.

An

response

Never drop a response
or non-existent.

should always receive
below a two unless

a score of 1.

it is either

No response

irrelevant

Score the Following Examples

SCORE

A.
I really have a lot of studying to do.
No, I really have to study.
You'll have to leave now, I reall y must study.
Please don't make me feel guilty . You have to go .
This is a very important test.
I do have to study .
Why don't you come back tomorrow?

23 TOTAL

B.
2

14 TOTAL

Don't you think you ought to go see Ray. I have a
lot of work.
I really have to study.
This is an important test.
No, I have to study now.
Couldn 't you take it with you?
No, this is an important test.
Well, I '11 take a shower and then I ' 11 relax.
Why don't you go to th e Lair.
I have t o study .

no
C.
Would you mind leaving, I have an important test
tomorrow.
Well, this test will detennine whether I pass the
course or not.
No, this is really important .
Do you want me t o flunk the t est?

4
3

4
3
0
4
0

That won' t happen .
Well, maybe for just a few minutes,
to leave.

then you'll

have

0 TOTAL
Rating Instructions
for Assertive Content
in the Parents Want to Visit Scene
You will score a total of six possible statements . These will
begin with the student ' s response to the confederate's
opening line
and end with the student's response to the confederate ' s statement
''We expect to see you Friday . ''
4.

3.

Unqualified

or direct

assertiveness

(Any statement in which the
student says he i s going
away to Pennsylvania . )

a.

I'm not going to be here . I ' m going to Pennsylvania.
Don't come. I won' t be here.
I'm going away this weekend.

b.

Any of the above plus any of the following facts:
I already have plans for the weekend.
I have plans with a friend.
Your note came too late.
I am looking forward to the plans I have.
I want to go to Pennsylvania.

Qualified
a.

b.

assertiveness

Any of the above plus excuses or apologies .
I ' m not going to be her e. It ' s a shame you didn't
about your plans earlier.
Any fac t or facts withou t excuses .
I don't think I'l l be here.
I was going t o Pennsy l vania.
I have t o go t o Pennsyl vania .

tell

me
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2.

1.

Implied assertiveness

(Never says he 1s not going to be th ere.)

a.

apologies or excuses
e.g., Couldn't you come next week?
I have a lot of tests to study for this week.
This is a bad weekend.
I really want to see you.
This is the first time I'm going there.

b.

Facts plus excuses or apologies
e . g ., I'm busy this weekend. Why don't you come next Keekend?

Irrelevant

or incomplete response

Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the entire sequence or the
confederate's
preceding comment, or if it is an incomplete response.
0.

No response

Score O for a response
line.
0.

if the student

says nothin g to the confederate's

For the scene

Score O for the scene if the student
''*Scoring responses

agrees to change plans.

subsequent to a 3 or 4 response

The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that was
used in scori ng previous scenes will be used here.
Score the Following Examples

SCORE
3
3

2
3
3
3

A.
Mother, I already have plans for this weekend.
I would like to go to Pennsylvania.
This will be the first time.
Well , I have my own life to lead.
I am happy about it, but I'm going to Pennsylvania.
Sorry.

17 TOTAL

B.
4
3

4
4
3

0

0 TOTAL

Well, I'm not going to be here.
That ' s a shame we won't be able to get to gether .
Yes, I reali ze that.
I know.
But it would be unfair to break my plans at th is time .
OK, I'll be here .
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C.
Well, I was going to go to Pennsylvania this i.1eekend.
You're note came too late.
I'm afraid I've already made plans.
Tell him to take off another weekend. I'm going
to Pennsylvania.
But I need to get away.
I don't think I'll be here.

3
3
3

4
3
4

20 TOTAL
Rating Instructions
for Assertive
in the Cleaners Scene

Content

You will score a total of five possible statements.
These will
begin with the student's
initial
statement and end with his response
to "why don't you look through your closet again, I'm sure you'll
find something.''
4.

3.

Unqualified

or direct

assertiveness

(Any statement in \\·hich the
student asks the friend to
go to the cleaners.)

a.

Would you mind picking something up for me at the cleaners?
I'd like you to run an errand for me and pick up a suit at
the cleaners.

b.

Any of the above plus any of the following facts:
You have a very important engagement.
You don't have enough time to get shoh·ered and dressed
and also go to the cleaners.
Your suit is at the cleaners.
You have nothing else to wear.
The cleaners is a 15 minute walk away.

Qualified

assertiveness

a.

4a or 4b plus excuses.

b.

I'd like you to do a favor for me. (alone)
I'd like you to do an errand for me. (alone)

**c.

If they begin with either would you do a favor for me or
I'd like you to do a favor for me followed by a pause
and then followed by 4a or 4b, score a 3.

d.

Do you think you might be able to go to the cleaners?
I was wondering if you might go to the cleaners?

e.

Will you do it for me? (If it is undefined . )
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2.

1.

Implied assertiveness

(Never directly
the cleaners.)

asks the person to go to

a.

Just facts

b.

3b plus excuses.

c.

Just excuses, apologies or begging.
Excuse: Yes, I've always been that way - I'm clothes
conscious.
Ask, "\,vhoto ask."

d.

Would you run an errand for me?
Would you do a favor for me?
I need someone to go to the cleaners for me.
Are you busy?
Do you think you might be able to do a favor for me?
I was wondering if you might run an errand for me?

Irrelevant

are scored 2 if not yet at a higher rating.

or incomplete response

Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the entire sequence or the
confederate's
preceding corrrrnentor if it is an incomplete response,
or an irrelevant question.
What do you have to do?
0.

No response

Score O for a response if the student
line.
0.

says nothing to the confederate ' s

For the scene

Score O for the scene if the student
to the cleaners .
**Scoring responses

doesn't

get the confederate

to go

subsequent to a 3 or 4 response

The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that were used
in scoring previous scenes will be used here.
In addition, excessive
begging (exaggerated please) should be dropped 1 from a previous 3
or 4 level.
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Score the Following Examples

A.

SCORE

Would you mind doing a favor for me?
Well, I have an important dinner engagement and I don't
have time to get ready and also pick up my suit .
No, I don't.
I don ' t think I'm clothes conscious . Look, do you
think you could pick up the suit for me?
No, I ' ve already looked twice . How about going to
the cleaners for me? It won't take long .

2
2
2
3
4

13 TOTAL

B.
I have a problem, I have an important dinner engagement
and my suit is at the cleaners and I don't have tim e
to pick it up. I need someone to pick it up for me.
Whowould you suggest?
No, this is my only suit .
This is the only thin g that is appropriate for the
occasion.
Please do it for me.

2
2
2
2
2

10 TOTAL
C.
Would you pick up a suit at th e cleaners for me. I
have an important dinner engagement toni ght and I
forgot it was th ere .
Who would you suggest?
No, I don't . You have to help me out this one time.
It's not that.
I just need that suit.
Well, all ri ght . Maybe I can find something but I
doubt it.

4
3
3

4
0

0 TOTAL
Rating Instructions
for Assertive Content
in the Rescheduling Exam Scene
You will score a total of six possible statements.
These will
and end with his response
begin with the student's initialstatement
to "how about the day before the exam. .. "
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4.

3.

2.

l.

Unqualified

or direct

assertiveness

(Any statement in which the
student indicates that he
wants the previous
arrangement.)

a.

I want to take the exam as we arranged .
I think I'm entitled to take the exam as we arranged.
I want to take it two days before as we planned.

b.

4a plus facts.
Conflict between two exams on same day.
Made special arrangement to take exam two days early.
Week before exam and professor calls off the special
arrangements.

Qualified

assertiveness

(Student asks to arrange
day or time convenient
expresses fact that he
professor is unfair for
arrangements.)

an alternate
for himself and/or
feels the
changing the

a.

Can we make it for another day?

b.

I think it's unfair
late date .

for you to change the time at this

c.

Any 4 with excuses,

apologies,

d.

I'm wondering if followed by 4a.

Implied ass ertiveness

begging .

(Never really says he wants to take the
exam two days early.)

a.

Can you tell

b.

Don't
Don't
had
Isn't
you

C.

Any fact.

d.

3a or 3b with Excuses.

e.

Just excuses , apologies,

Irrelevant

(without excuses)

my why you called

off the special

arrangements?

you think it ' s unfair to change at this late date?
you think I should be allowed to take it when we
planned?
there anything you could do? or There must be something
can do .

begging.

or i ncomplet e response

Score 1 if comment is Lmrelated to t he entire sequence or to the
confederate ' s preceding comment, or if it is an incomplete respon se
or an irrelevant
question.
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o.

No response

Score O for a resp onse if the s tud ent says nothing
confede rate's
line.
0.

to the

For the scene

Score O for the scene if the student agrees to take the exmn th e
smne tim e the other students take it.
*For l as t res ponse - If they agree to do it the day before,
1 from the high.
Don't drop belo w a 2 unless
no response .
**Scoring responses

stud ent gives irrelevant

subsequent

response

drop
or

to a 3 or 4 response

The smne rul es about maintainin g or dropping a r esponse that were
used in scori ng previous scenes wil l be used here.
In addi tion,
excessive begging (exaggera t ed pl ease) will be dropped 1 from a
previous 3 or 4 l eve l.
Scor e th e Follo¼Qng Examples

SCORE
2
2

2
2
2
2

A.
Dr. Crego, you said th a t th e special arrangement for me
t o t ake the exmn ea rl y is off . I would li ke to know
why you changed your mind.
But it's not possible . I have a conflict between two
exmns.
That will probably mean th at I'll f lunk it .
They won' t mind.
Do you think it ' s fair to me that you have changed
your mind at the l as t minute.
Well, 0.K.

12 TOTA
L

B.
2

4
3

4
3

4

You said our special arrang ement is off and I've already
made my plans.
Well, I think it's only fair to let me t ake the exmn on
the day th at we agr ee d on.
Then I pro bably won't do very well.
You could ju st leave it with your secretary for me.
Isn't th ere somethin g you can do?
No that's no convenient.
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3

3

2
2

2
2

14 TOTAL

C.
You changed our special arrangement and I would like
to see if there would be another day that I could
take the exam.
Isn't there some other day which would be convenient
to both of us.
There must be something you can do.
Yes, I think they would understand.
Well, I guess I'll just have to flunk it then.
O.K. That is a help.
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APPENDIX E

Rating Scale For Eye Contact and Scene Length
The amount of time a student maintained
confederate

was measured for each scene .

to record this
was converted

variable.
later

eye contact

Stop watches were used

(Amount of time eye contact

into a percentage

of eye contact

The length of each scene was also recorded .
were used for this

task.

with the

was maintained
for each scene.)

Stop watches

If a student went over two minutes in any

scene, the tape was stopped at the two minute point.
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APPnlDIXF
Rating Scale for Assertive Affect
The following aspects were considered in assessment of the
performance variable

(Assertive

Affect):

Voice Rate

Voice Force

Voice Pitch

Articulation
Qual itl'.

Too S l 01/{

/\dequate

High

Over pr"ici se

Too fast

\~eak

Lov1

Slurred

Too many pauses

Unvaried

Monotone

Strained

Too even

Loudness

Narrm,, range

Flat

Varied

HiCJhovertones

Lifeless

Each subject was rated on a scale from l to 5 on each of the
four aspects of Assertive
and articulation

quality).

Affect (voice rate,

voice force,

voice pitch,

These scores were then added together and

divided by four to get the rating

score for this performance variable.
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faPPENDIX
G
Rating Scale for Overall Assertiveness
The following considerations

were taken into account in the rating

of the performance var iab le (overal l assertiveness):
l.

Proj ect ion of confidence,

2.

Consistency between verbal content and nonverbal components

3.

competence, and self-assuredness.

and appropriate

ex~ression to the situation.

Voice qualities

free fro~ speech disturbances

that represent

nervousness and anxiety.
4.

Ratings on other performance variables

added together and

divided by three.
Each of these areas ~ere rated on a one to five point scale.
resulting

ratings

The

were then divided by four, providing the score for

the performance variable

(overall

assertiveness).
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APPENDIX
H
Outline of Basic Assertiveness

Sessions

Session One:
l.

Exercise in reaching out to learn another person's

name and to

shake hands with them.
2.

Lecture, disclosing
ness orientation

3.

the part male-female roles played in assertive-

and behavior .

Lecture, learning to discriminate
not; to distinguish

what assertiveness

among assertive , nonassertive,

is and is
and aggressive

behaviors.
4.

Use of the non-verbal communication of

contact in being

eye

assertive.
5.

Assignment, read first

and second chapters of Your Perfect Right

(Alberti & Emmons, 1974).
Session Two:
l.

Discussion on experiences of using

eye

contact since the previous

session.
2.

Exercises in self-disclosing

and practice

in develo ping listening

skills.
3.

Four behaviors:
aggressive,

assertive,

nonassertive,

role played by trainers

aggressive,

and passive-

and discussed.

4.

Discussion on congruence of verbal and non-verbal behaviors.

5.

More on non-verbal (body messages) and their
behavior.

rol e in assertive
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6.

Development of an assertive-behavior

hierarch y--how to develop

your own.
7.

Assignments, develop your own assertiveness

hierarchy.

Read

chapters 3 and 4 in te xt .
Session Three:
l.

Exerc ises in giving and receiving

2.

The use of "I" messages and "you" messages in being assertive.

3.

Practice

4.

From personal hierarchies,

exercises

in the use of "I" statements.

(not too threatening)
5.

6.

each subject role plays a first

situation

Shaping of assertiveness
reinforcement

compliments.

as subjects

skills

step

while in groups of four.
through coaching, modeling, and

role playing being assertive.

Continued pract ic e and shaping on assertiveness

behaviors

(groups of four).
7.

Read chapters 5, 6, and 7 in Your Perfect Right.

Session Four:
1.

Introduction

and model of "broken record" technique.

2.

Introduction

and modeling of "fogging" and "negative assertion"

techniques.
3.

Lecture on three steps to assertive

4.

Exercise s in use of the preceding techniques.

5.

Continued role playing (practice)
techniques

(getting

responding.

in use of above concepts and

it all together).
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APPENDIX
I
Outline of Systemat"c Ueser.sitization

Procedure

Session One:
l.

A brief discussion

of the rationale

behind the use of systematic

desensitization.
2.

Presentation

of progressive

muscle tensing and relaxing

relaxation

procedures including

of the basic lG muscle groups:

(l) dominant hand and forearm, (2) dominant biceps,
dominant hand and fore arm, (4) nondominant biceps,

(3) non(5) forehead,

(6) upper cheeks and nose, (7) lower cheeks and jaws, (8) neck
and throat,

(9) chest,

or stomach region,
(13) dominant foot,

shoulders,

and upper back, (10) abdominal

(11) dominant thigh,

(12) dominant calf,

(14) nondominant thigh,

(16) nondominant foot.

(15) nondominant calf,

Subjects of this group received two

sessions dealing with this relaxation

procedure using the hasic

16 muscl e groups as suggested by Bernstein and Borkovec (1973).
Note:

Subjects were prov ided cassette

tapes of the relaxation

procedure and were given th e assignment of practicing
four to six times per week over a two-week period.
determining the extent of rela xation practice

between
Methods for

reli ed on self report

at the beginning of each session.
3.

Session 3 consisted

of a continuation

of progressive

relaxation

procedures but a shortened procedure involving seven basic muscle
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groups was introduced:

(l) muscles of the dominant hand and arm,

(2) muscles of the nondominant hand and arm, (3) the facial
group, (4) the neck and throat,

(5) chest,

shoulders,

muscle

upper back

and abdomen, (6) muscles of the dominant thigh, calf and foot,
(7) muscles of the nondominant thigh, calf and foot.

Also included

in the third session were procedures for the development of a
personal assertiveness

hierarchy for use in the desensitization

procedures to follow.

Again, cassette

tapes of the relaxation

procedures for the seven muscle groups were provided.
were assigned to practice
week.

The subjects

the procedure four to six times per

Procedures being used \vere adapted from Bernstein and

Borkovec (1973).
4.

Session 4 introduced desensitization
of each subject were printed
cards.

Desensitization

In the initial

adjustable

in large letters

Individual
on separate

hier archies
5"x8"

proper proceeded in the following manner:

desensitization

of each subject's

proper.

session,

the first

four scenes

12-scene hier archy was placed before him on an

stand th at allowed the subject to read the hierarchy

cards from the lying down position.

The cards describing

hierarchy scenes were ordered from left to right,
their anxiety-arousing

capacity.

began with a 15-minute relaxation
muscle group procedure.
they were instructed

according to

The desensitization
session,

the

process

using the seven basic

When all subjects were fully relaxed,

to open their

eyes and read the first

scene
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on the adjustable
that scene.

stand and then close their

If a subject

visualization,

experienced significant

he was instructed

of that scene and to relax until
began.

eyes and visualize
anxiety during

to discontinue
instructions

visualization
for revisualization

Each scene was presented for a standard 20 seconds, and

then terminated by the instructor.
scenes, visualizations

Approximately 30 seconds betv,een

were devoted to rela xation.

moved to his next scene in the hierarchy
visualized

only after

Each subject
he had

a given scene twice in succession without anxiety.

If a subject completed his four scenes before the session was
finished,

he was instructed

in that session.
subjects

feeling

To insure that the session didn't
anxious,

to his last successfully
three times.
session.

to go back over the scenes completed

the in structor

This scene then became the first

scene for the next

In this manner, each subject moved orogressively

Sessions 5, 6, 7 and 8 consisted
proper.

had each subject return

complet ed scene, which was presented

his own pace through his individualized
5.

end with some

Since individuals

completed the 12 hierarchy
eighth session.

at

hierarchy.

of continued desensitization

progressed at their

own rate,

some had

scenes prior to completion of the

These individuals

were instructed

appropriate

scenes to make use of the available

instruction

process.

to add other

desensitization
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APPENDIX

Cue-Controlled Relaxation Procedures
Session One:
l.

A brief discussion
controlled

of the rationale

relaxation

in progressive

was presented.

relaxation

procedures,

groups procedure (see Appendix I).

behind the use of cuePresentation

and training

using the basic 16 muscle
Tape recordings of this

procedure were given to each subject with instructi ons to practice
the procedure from four to six times per week. Methods for
determining the extent of relaxation

practice

relied

upon self

report at the beginning of each session.
Session Two:
2.

Introduction

of the seven muscle groups procedure (see Appendix I)

was presented,

with instructions

tape of "16 muscle groups" until

to continue use of pre-recorded
at least nine successful

practice

sessions had been completed.
Session Three:
3.

Presentation

of cue-word conditioning

was introduced.

Procedure

for conditioning

the cue-v10rd "relax" follmved,without

deviation,

those guidelines

suggested by Bernstein and Borkovec (1973).

Session Four:
4.

Continuation of cue-vmrd conditioning
procedure, and cue-word conditioning

using "seven muscle groups"
procedure.
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Session Five:
5.

Same as Session 4, with additional
the conditioned
of assertiveness

presentation

cue-word in situations

relevant

of ways to apply
to development

behavior.

Sessions Six and Seven:
6.

Same as Session 5, with an additional

assignment which consisted

of

experimenting on a daily basis with the use of the cue-controlled
conditioning

technique in everyday environmental situations

to assertive

behavior .

relative

Session Eight:
7.

Same as Sessions 6 and 7, with additional
discussion

of experienced applications

time spent in group

of the cue-controlled

technique and/or problems which any of the subjects mi ght have
experienced in application

efforts.
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